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Drake Auditorium 125
8:00 a.m.
Vision and Concepts for Astromaterials Data Archiving
11:00 a.m.
Current Archive/Repositories
1:30 p.m.
Lessons Learned from Decades of Sample Analysis
3:30 p.m.
Planning for the Future of Data Archiving I

Tuesday, November 9, 2021

Drake Auditorium 125
8:30 a.m.
Techniques/Tools for Data Management/Archiving I
10:30 a.m.
Planning for the Future of Data Archiving II
11:15 a.m.
Techniques/Tools for Data Management/Archiving II
2:30 p.m.
What are the Gaps? What’s Next for Astromaterials Data Management
and Archiving?
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Program

Monday, November 8, 2021
VISION AND CONCEPTS FOR ASTROMATERIALS DATA ARCHIVING
8:00 a.m. Drake Auditorium 125
The session will discuss the vision and concepts (e.g., FAIR principle, open-access) for data archiving.
Times
Authors (*Denotes Presenter)
Abstract Title and Summary
8:00 a.m.
Coffee
8:30 a.m.
Haenecour P. *
Welcome
8:40 a.m.
Morris M. A. * Grossman J. N. *
NASA HQ Update on Science Information Policy
9:00 a.m.
Lehnert K. A. *
Invited Talk
9:30 a.m.
Walls R. L. * Anderson J. Cui H.
iSamples and Sampling Nature: Maximizing the Value of
Davies N. Deck J. Kansa S. W.
Today’s Samples for Tomorrow’s Science [#2024]
Meyer C. Ramdeen S. Richard S. Sampling Nature is a research coordination network focused
Snyder R. Vieglais D. Lehnert K.
on standards, policy, and sample reuse. iSamples is
infrastructure to identify material samples, record core
metadata about them, and link them to other samples, data,
and research products.
9:45 a.m.
Ramdeen S. * Lehnert K. A. *
FAIR Samples for Open Astromaterials Science [#2023]
Introduction to IGSN, a persistent identifier (PID) for
samples. Introduction to relevancy of IGSNs for
astromaterials. With an overview of metadata mapping for
lunar samples to IGSN requirements as an example.
10:00 a.m.
Panel Discussion on FAIR Principle, Open-Access, Sample
Identifiers, and NASA SPD-41
10:30 a.m.
Coffee
Monday, November 8, 2021
CURRENT ARCHIVE/REPOSITORIES
11:00 a.m. Drake Auditorium 125
The session will discuss the current archive and repositories for astromaterials data.
Times
Authors (*Denotes Presenter)
Abstract Title and Summary
11:00 a.m.
Lehnert K. A. * Ji P. Mays J.
The Astromaterials Data System: Advancing Access and
Figueroa J. D. Johansson A.
Preservation of Past, Present, and Future Lab Analytical
Profeta L. Song L. Richard S.
Data of NASA’S Astromaterials Collections. [#2025]
Morrison S. Ostroverkhova A.
The Astromaterials Data System is a NASA funded system
that supports the access, sharing, publication, and archiving
of laboratory analytical data generated on astromaterials
that makes these data Findable, Accessible, Interoperable,
and Reusable.
11:15 a.m.
Stein T. C. * Arvidson R. E.
PDS Geosciences Node Support of Astromaterials Data
Guinness E. A. Slavney S.
Archiving and Discovery [#2022]
Vanbommel S.
The Planetary Data System (PDS) Geosciences Node actively
supports astromaterials archiving and data discovery tasks,
including Perseverance Rover sample reports and
searchable lunar and meteorite spectral data.

11:30 a.m.

11:45 a.m.
12:30 p.m.

Milliken R. E. * Hiroi T.
Scholes D. Slavney S.
Arvidson R.

The NASA Reflectance Experiment LABoratory (RELAB)
Facility: An Online Spectral Database for
Planetary Exploration [#2021]
The NASA RELAB database is an extensive collection of
spectral reflectance data of terrestrial and extraterrestrial
material acquired over 30 years and available through an
online search tool via the NASA PDS Geosciences node.
Panel Discussion on Current Archive/Repositories
Lunch

Monday, November 8, 2021
LESSONS LEARNED FROM DECADES OF SAMPLE ANALYSIS
1:30 p.m. Drake Auditorium 125
Times
Authors (*Denotes Presenter)
Abstract Title and Summary
1:30 p.m.
Ostroverkhova A. *
Astromaterial Databases from Two Perspectives: User and
Morrison S. M. Mays J.
Curator/Lessons Learned from the Current State of
Johansson A. Profeta L.
Meteorite Data Reporting and Database Curation [#2026]
Lehnert K.
Data curation considerations related to meteorites.
1:45 p.m.
Righter K. * Wentworth S. J.
Documentation of Destructive Analyses on Thin Sections in
Harrington R. S. Lunning N. G.
the US Antarctic Meteorite Collection [#2019]
Here we describe the process used for documenting the
effects of various destructive analyses on thin sections in
the US Antarctic meteorite collection.
2:00 p.m.
Zeigler R. A. * Gross J.
Five Decades of Astromaterials Data: Capturing the Past
McCubbin F. M.
and Planning for the Future [#2028]
Over the past 50 years, the curation office has accumulated
a huge volume of data and enormous variety of data types
across 9 sample collections, as will as multiple future
missions, and multiple analytical instruments.
2:15 p.m.
Allton J. H. *
Genesis Solar Wind Sample Curation Documentation [#2005]
Historical summary of data types to be archived for small
sample return mission, which include engineering/materials
data from all mission phases, environmental monitoring and
ongoing analysis of hardware — all relevant for accurate
sample analyses.
2:30 p.m.
Jurewicz A. J. G. *
Optimizing Sample-Return Science by Being an
Information Packrat [#2009]
Lessons learned from Stardust and Genesis are reviewed.
Specifically, people who work on hardware and archive data
pre-flight are rarely scientists who will analyze the returned
sample. Who chooses the small details to archive?
2:45 p.m.
Q&A
3:00 p.m.
Coffee

Monday, November 8, 2021
PLANNING FOR THE FUTURE OF DATA ARCHIVING I
3:30 p.m. Drake Auditorium 125
The session will discuss data management and archiving for current and upcoming sample-return missions.
Times
Authors (*Denotes Presenter)
Abstract Title and Summary
3:30 p.m.
Bennett C. A. * Haenecour P.
An Overview of the OSIRIS-REx Sample Analysis
Crombie K. Fitzgibbon M.
Micro-Information System (SAMIS) [#2016]
Ferro T. Hammond D.
In preparation for the return of the OSIRIS-REx Bennu
McDonough E.
sample to Earth, we are developing an information system
Westermann M. M. Barnes J.
to manage all data generated during the sample analysis
Connolly H. C. Jr. Lauretta D. S.
phase of the mission, called SAMIS: the Sample Analysis
Micro-Information System.
3:45 p.m.
Yada T. * Abe M. Nakato A.
Initial Descriptions for Samples Returned from the C-Type
Yogata K. Miyazaki A. Kumaga K. Asteroid Ryugu by Hayabusa2 [#2014]
Hatakeda K. Okada T.
Initial descriptions for samples returned from C-type
Nishimura M. Furuya S.
asteroid Ryugu are now ongoing. Their microscopic images,
Yoshitake M. Iwamae A.
weights, visible and near infrared spectra are described in
Hitomi Y. Soejima H.
purified nitrogen condition and archived in the Hayabusa2
Nagashima K. Sawada R. Riu L.
sample catalog.
Louirit L. Pilorget C. Hamm V.
Loizeau D. Brunetto R.
Bibring J. -P. Cho Y. Yumoto K.
Yabe Y. Mori S. Sugita S.
Tachibana S. Sawada H.
Sakamoto K. Hayashi T.
Yamamoto D. Fukai R.
Sugahara H. Yurimoto H. Usui T.
Watanabe S. Tsuda Y.
4:00 p.m.
Nishimura M. * Yada T. Abe M.
The Curatorial Database System for Hayabusa2-Returned
Nakato A. Yogata K. Miyazaki A. Samples from C-Type Near-Earth Asteroid Ryugu [#2011]
Kumagai K. Hatakeda K.
Ryugu samples by the Hayabusa2 project are continued to
Okada T. HItomi Y. Soejima H.
be investigated to be catalogued in a curatorial database
Sawada R. Nagashima K.
system (DBS). We report the aim and features of the DBS
Sakamoto K. Hayashi T.
and the status of its development.
Yamamoto D. Fukai R.
Sugahara H. Usui T. Tachibana S.
4:15 p.m.
Q&A
4:30 p.m.
Breakout Sessions on Challenges in Astromaterials Data
Management and Journal Data Submission
5:00 p.m.
Happy Hour

Tuesday, November 9, 2021
TECHNIQUES/TOOLS FOR DATA MANAGEMENT/ARCHIVING I
8:30 a.m. Drake Auditorium 125
The session will discuss current techniques/tools developed or being developed to support archiving, management
and/or visualization of astromaterials data.
Times
Authors (*Denotes Presenter)
Abstract Title and Summary
8:30 a.m.
Duprat J. * Delauche L.
The Concordia Micrometeorite Collection
Engrand C. Gregoire S. Herve S.
and Curation [#2008]
Rojas J. Dartois E. Fortuna F.
The Concordia micrometeorite collection and database will
Gounelle M. Roskosz M.
be presented.
Libourel G.
8:45 a.m.
Hezel D. C. * Marschall H. R.
Upgrading MetBase to Becoming Fully FAIR and an Integral
Klöcking M. Lehnert K. A.
Part of International Initiatives [#2013]
In a joint MetBase/GeoROC(DIGIS) project both databases
will become new data schemas, thereby becoming fully
FAIR. We will develop tools to interact with both databases
for which we will use the MetBase online GUI as a template.
9:00 a.m.
Lehmann E. * Becker H.
The TRR170-DB Data Repository: Access to Planetary Data
from Various Resources [#2012]
The TRR170-DB data repository manages research data from
the collaborative research center ‘Late Accretion onto
Terrestrial Planets’ (TRR 170). The repository makes TRR 170
data and planetary science data from other sources
accessible to researchers.
9:15 a.m.
Drozdovskiy I. * Sauro F.
Classification of Planetary Rocks and Minerals by Combining
Payler S. J. Hill S. Jahoda P.
a Custom Mineralogical Database with Machine Learning
Jaruskova K. Venegas F.
Based Multi-Spectral Unmixing [#2004]
Angellotti A. Franke M.
The ESA-PANGAEA Mineralogical Toolkit is a combination of
Lennert P. Ligeza G. Vodnik P.
analytical methods together with reference datasets aiming
Turchi L. Bessone L.
to enhance the classification of planetary materials.
9:30 a.m.
Q&A
9:45 a.m.
Coffee/Networking
Tuesday, November 9, 2021
PLANNING FOR THE FUTURE OF DATA ARCHIVING II
10:30 a.m. Drake Auditorium 125
The session will discuss data management and archiving for current and upcoming sample-return missions.
Times
Authors (*Denotes Presenter)
Abstract Title and Summary
10:30 a.m.
Hays L. E. * Beaty D. W.
Mars Sample Return: Preparing for Sample-Based
Carrier B. L. Haltigin T.
Data Management [#2001]
Kminek G. Meyer M. A.
As preparation for Mars Sample Return, planning for
MSPG2 team
incorporating the best practices for data standards and data
management is a crucial step and input to this process is
being sought.
10:45 a.m.
Petro N. *
Data Management for ANGSA and ARTEMIS
11:00 a.m.
Q&A

Tuesday, November 9, 2021
TECHNIQUES/TOOLS FOR DATA MANAGEMENT/ARCHIVING II
11:15 a.m. Drake Auditorium 125
The session will discuss current techniques/tools developed or being developed to support archiving, management
and/or visualization of astromaterials data.
Times
Authors (*Denotes Presenter)
Abstract Title and Summary
11:15 a.m.
Westermann M. M. *
OSIRIS-Rex Sample Analysis Micro-Information System:
Bennett C. A. Connolly H. C. Jr.
2D Spatial Registration and Visualization of
Domanik K. Ferro A.
Microscopic Data [#2029]
Fitzgibbon M. Haenecour P.
In 2023, OSIRIS-REx mission will have two years of access to
Hammond D. McDonough E.
the sample returned from asteroid (101955) Bennu.
Smith L. Lauretta D. S.
Measurements of the sample must be coordinated using an
approach that involves ~50 analytical techniques applied in
dozens of labs worldwide.
11:30 a.m.
Eckley S. A. * Zeigler R. A.
Informed Sample Sectioning Guided by X-Ray
Computed Tomography [#2015]
We present a technique to use X-ray computed tomography
data of astromaterials to create thin/thick sections along
pre-determined planes-of-interest.
11:45 a.m.
Panel Discussion on Data Standards and Best Practices:
Measurement, Curation, Archiving
12:15 p.m.
LUNCH
1:00 p.m.
Ogliore R. C. *
High-Resolution Backscattered Electron and X-Ray Maps of
Meteorite Sections [#2002]
I describe techniques to acquire large backscattered
electron and X-ray maps and display them online to allow
for comparative studies of asteroid samples.
1:15 p.m.
Needham A. W. * Lambert M. D.
Development of Machine Learning Algorithms to Segment
Simon J. I. Ebel D. S.
and Study Images of Astromaterial Samples [#2018]
Machine learning can revolutionize our ability to segment,
classify, and interpret the vast populations of chondrules,
CAI, and other components found in primitive
astromaterial samples.
1:30 p.m.
Ostrowski D. R. * Dotson J.
Physical Properties of Near-Earth Objects and Meteorites
Online Database [#2017]
NASA’s Asteroid Threat Assessment Project has built the
Near-Earth Object Properties database that provides an
accessible repository of data about the physical properties
of NEOs and meteorites. Focus is on properties relevant to
planetary defense.
1:45 p.m.
Q&A
2:00 p.m.
Breakout Discussions on Data Archiving: What is the Data
and What do We Need to Archive (Raw vs. Processed)?

Tuesday, November 9, 2021
WHAT ARE THE GAPS? WHAT’S NEXT FOR ASTROMATERIALS DATA MANAGEMENT AND ARCHIVING?
2:30 p.m. Drake Auditorium 125
The session will discuss the next step for astromaterials data management and archiving. Discussion of communitydriven metadata standards and data policies. What are the open/common questions? What are the gaps? How to
ensure FAIR and open-access data?
Times
Authors (*Denotes Presenter)
Abstract Title and Summary
2:30 p.m.
Gemma M. E. * Alpert S. P.
Correlation of Multi-Dimensional Structural, Chemical, and
Ebel D. S.
Spectral Data: Increasing Access, Awareness, and
Availability of Museum Sample
Measurement History. [#2027]
Varied analyses of meteoritic samples result in a myriad of
datasets for each meteorite in the AMNH collection. We
seek to integrate these data across dimensions and spatial
scales on a platform that is freely accessible.
2:45 p.m.
Ebel D. S. * Fendrich K. V.
Cometary Tracks in Aerogel: The Challenge of Making
Registered 3D Volumetric Optical and Stereoscopic SpectralChemical Data Accessible [#2010]
High resolution laser confocal scanning microscope 3D
comet Wild 2 full track images and stereo 2Dx2 S-XRF maps
(~10 tracks) all in aerogel require archiving and
management. Data would allow future targeting of
important subgrains in tracks.
3:00 p.m.
Mitchell J. L. * Gross J.
Curatorial Data Needs for Returned Volatile-Rich
Boyce J. W. Amick C. L.
Extraterrestrial Samples [#2020]
McCubbin F. M. Zeigler R. A.
Volatiles will require new data and curatorial techniques for
Lewis E. K. Turner A. A.
the development of a sample catalog. Here we illustrate the
Harris C. L.
differences between volatile and rock/particle data, and
volatile catalog products that could be used in the future.
3:15 p.m.
Panel Discussion — What’s Next?
4:00 p.m.
Write-Up of Major Findings
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GENESIS SOLAR WIND SAMPLE CURATION DOCUMENTATION. J. H. Allton1, 1NASA/Johnson Space
Center, 2101 NASA Parkway, MC XI2, Houston, TX, USA, 77058, judith.h.allton@nasa.gov.
Introduction: A scientist with experience as a
sample science analyst, provider of flight hardware for
multiple missions, and senior engineer in an ISO 2000rated manufacturing plant has described the timeline of
key participants in any PI-led sample return mission,
the breadth of the organizations involved [1,2], and, of
interest to this meeting, choosing the types of data to
preserve and issues of future data accessibility. This
work broadens that perspective by giving similar
lessons from Genesis sample curation point-of-view.
Curation participation regarding data gathering was
part of the mission review process from the beginning.
Genesis’ story illustrates outcome of several choices
about types of data to record and preserve. Precision
analysis of solar wind atoms captured in pure,
ultraclean substrates is the driving science goal;
therefore, detailed documentation was captured from
all mission and curation phases and from investigator
laboratories because these processes affect the final
analytical results [3].
Pre-flight:
Design and fabrication of the
spacecraft. Like many modern small sample return
missions, Genesis was a tightly managed team
integrated across science, engineering and curation.
Communication across the team was excellent, and, for
the most part, the hands-on engineering technicians
understood the impacts of “small choices” they
routinely make, and the eyes-on oversight of
manufacturing processes by scientists was mindful of
details.
The payload was designed by the Jet
Propulsion Laboratory and the spacecraft by Lockheed
Martin. Solar wind collectors and instruments were
fabricated by multiple vendors and laboratories. The
main portion of the payload was assembled at JSC.
Fabrication procedures and contamination-control data
(with witness coupons) were stored primarily at JSC.
The original composition, dimensions and
configuration of components, results of thermal
testing, etc. are still needed for interpretation of
analytical data. At times, these must be estimated from
secondary information acquired pre-flight. Moreover,
some files (e.g., original 3-D models and early
Powerpoint) cannot be opened using software.
Archived curation data includes 2-D drawings,
material usage lists, QA documentation and analyses
of consumables used during fabrication. Important
chemical information still resides in archived
hardware, paints and lubricants, material coupons,
cleaning coupons, environmental witness plates and
reference materials from manufacturing facilities.
Purity and cleanliness of collector substrates.
Semi-conductor vendors provided surface cleanliness

data and some purity data. Purity for specific elements
of interest was verified by science team members in
their laboratories [4]. Curation archived procurement
and shipping records, analysis reports, and nonproprietary fabrication data. A physical archive of
flight collector reference materials is maintained for
future use so additional data can be collected as
analytical techniques improve. These are of increased
value due to the hard landing upon re-entry.
Cleaning and cleanliness assessments of flight
hardware. Cleaning of the science canister payload
was performed at JSC in a dedicated ISO 4 cleanroom
using ultrapure water (UPW). The cleanliness of this
UPW was monitored throughout processing. The
archive for the clean lab also includes airborne particle
counts,
airborne
molecular
and
inorganic
contamination measurements as well as cleanroom
construction material coupons and witness coupons.
Hardware cleanliness was assessed by particle counts
in rinse water batches. This information is recorded in
batch cleaning forms and logbooks, and are, perhaps,
of decreased value due to the hard landing.
Post-flight:
Curation-generated data.
The
curation handling history of each Genesis sample is
documented in a typical astromaterials sample
database which captures sample location, physical
description and characterization data. Samples have a
“shelf life”. Crucial to the preservation of samples is
ongoing documentation of the sample environment,
initially under curatorial control but is now a separate
facility function which requires coordination.
PI-generated data. Data on sample characterizeation and cleaning techniques continues to be
generated by sample users [5]. These are often
captured in LPSC abstracts, but these “engineering”
results often are not publishable as stand-alone papers.
We are actively looking for ways to make this
information more accessible to users. Ion implants into
samples have aided science return and can be shared
among investigators. These (and similar) materials
should be added to the curatorial collection with
appropriate process and characterization data generated
externally.
Summary: Complete data archives for returned
astromaterial samples must be broad in types and
formats, and inclusive of environmental monitoring.
References: [1] Jurewicz A. J. G (2021) this
workshop. [2] Jurewicz A. J. G. (2011) SSSR
Workshop, Abstract #5053 (LPI). [3] Allton J. H. et al.
(2018) 49th LPS, Abstract #1671. [4] Jurewicz A. J. G
et al. (2003) Space Sci. Rev. 105, 535-560. [5]
Jurewicz A. J. G. et al. (2021) JAAS 36:194-209.
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AN OVERVIEW OF THE OSIRIS-REx SAMPLE ANALYSIS MICRO-INFORMATION SYSTEM (SAMIS).
C. A. Bennett1, P. Haenecour1, K. Crombie2, M. Fitzgibbon1, T. Ferro1, D. Hammond1, E. McDonough1, M. M.
Westermann1, J. Barnes1, H. C. Connolly, Jr.3,1, and D. S. Lauretta1. 1Lunar and Planetary Laboratory, The University
of Arizona, 1629 E. University Blvd., Tucson, AZ 85721-0092 (carinaj@arizona.edu). 2Indigo Information Services,
Tucson, AZ 85745. 3Department of Geology, Rowan University, Glassboro, NJ 08028.
Introduction: On October 20, 2020, the OSIRISREx spacecraft acquired a sample from the surface of
asteroid (101955) Bennu [1]. In preparation for the
sample’s return to Earth in September 2023, whereupon
it will be distributed to the labs of OSIRIS-REx sample
scientists, we are developing a comprehensive
information system to manage all data generated during
the sample analysis phase of the mission, called SAMIS:
the Sample Analysis Micro-Information System.
Definition of Micro-Information System: The
SAMIS will create a unified system of spatial and
relational database capabilities that facilitates the
processing, visualization, and preservation of the total
dataset resulting from the OSIRIS-REx sample analysis
effort across institutions and techniques. Like a
traditional information system (IS), the SAMIS is a
collection of components that includes hardware,
software, and sociotechnical elements designed to
collect, process, store, and distribute information. The
origin of the name “Micro-Information System” is a
play on the term Geographic Information System (GIS),
which is a specific type of IS designed to capture,
analyze, store, and visualize spatial and geographic
data. By recognizing the spatial nature of many of the
data products produced by the OSIRIS-REx sample
scientists, and carefully customizing off-the-shelf GIS
tools and technology, we will harness three important
aspects of a GIS that will help with the storage, sharing,
and analysis of OSIRIS-REx sample analysis data.
These three aspects are: (1) The conversion of sample
analysis data products into well-established and nonproprietary spatial data types where applicable. (2) The
ability to co-register spatial data from the same sample,
regardless of the form of the sample, such as an
unprocessed particle or a thin section. Data can be coregistered across a wide range of formats, come from
different analytical techniques and instruments, and
span a vast range of spatial resolutions. (3) Access to
GIS visualization software, spatial search capabilities,
and spatial analysis tools, which will make the analysis
of data across labs and instrument teams easier and more
intuitive for the OSIRIS-REx sample scientists.
SAMIS Components: The SAMIS consists of
four main components:
• Sample Analysis Tracking Application (SATA) - A
phone application that tracks the physical location
and condition of the sample as it moves between
labs.

• Sample
Analysis
Desktop
Application
(SADA) - Used to upload, download, search, share
and view the sample analysis data generated by all
labs and instruments on the mission. Access point
for the Sample Analysis Visualization Tool, which
allows data with spatial components to be viewed
at the correct location on a sample mount basemap
and at the correct resolution.
• SAMIS Server - Controls SATA and SADA access
to the SAMIS Database.
• SAMIS Database - A relational database with a GIS
(spatial) extension. The database stores all sample
analysis data and performs automatic spatial
registration between datasets [2].
SAMIS Data: SAMIS is used to collect, store,
process, and distribute all data produced during and
pertaining to sample analysis. This includes:
• Raw data as the instrument records it
• Calibrated data after application of all corrections
and calibrations to raw data to produce a scienceready data product
• Documentation of all algorithms, software, and/or
other relevant analytical data used to produce
calibrated and higher-level data products
• Higher-level products (those that combine multiple
data calibrated data products)
• Foundational and Preliminary Examination data
products (coordinate systems, basemaps, etc.)
• Appropriate metadata or ancillary data
• Physical sample tracking data from the SATA
Conclusion: The SAMIS is a crucial component of
the OSIRIS-REx approach to sample analysis and data
management. The SAMIS maximizes the scientific
outputs from sample analysis by facilitating the
integration, visualization, and comparison of large
datasets.
Acknowledgments: This material is based upon
work supported by the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration under Contract NNM10AA11C issued
through the New Frontiers Program.
References: [1] Lauretta, D. S., et al. (2021) in Sample
Return Missions, ed. Longobardo, A. (Elsevier), 163–
194. [2] Westermann, M.W., et al. (2021) in
Astromaterials Data Management in the Era of SampleReturn Missions Community Workshop.
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CLASSIFICATION OF PLANETARY ROCKS AND MINERALS BY COMBINING A CUSTOM
MINERALOGICAL DATABASE WITH MACHINE LEARNING BASED MULTI-SPECTRAL
UNMIXING. I. Drozdovskiy1, F. Sauro2, S.J. Payler1, 3, S. Hill4, P. Jahoda4, K. Jaruskova4, F. Venegas4, A. Angellotti4,
M. Franke4, P. Lennert4, G. Ligeza4, P. Vodnik4, L. Turchi1, L. Bessone1 1Directorate of Human and Robotics
Exploration, European Astronaut Centre (EAC) - European Space Agency (Linder Höhe, D-51147 Cologne, Germany;
igor.drozdovskiy@esa.int), 2Geological and Environmental Sciences, Italian Institute of Speleology - Bologna
University, 3Agenzia Spaziale Italiana, Rome, Italy, 4ESA-EAC, CAVES & PANGAEA interns.
Introduction: The ESA-PANGAEA Mineralogical
us and from different collections, and synthetic spectral
Toolkit is a combination of analytical methods together
libraries, such as LIBS NIST, see [2].
with reference datasets aiming to enhance the
Machine Learning (ML) software for recognition
recognition of planetary minerals. It includes a custom
of minerals from multispectral data: To utilize the
structured
database
called
the
PANGAEA
Mineralogical Database for identifying minerals and
Mineralogical Database, which contains information on
their compositions from the output of analytical
all known minerals found on the Moon, Mars and other
instrumentation, we also developed identification
planetary bodies [1]. This database then serves as the
methods that combine types of material characteristics,
basis for a set of spectral classification methods using
mineral structure (obtained with VNIR and Raman
machine learning designed to perform in-situ
spectra) and its chemical composition (from XRF and
spectroscopic identification of minerals [2]. Developed
LIBS spectra). To achieve this, we evaluated various
and tested together in the context of ESA’s astronaut
ML approaches used to identify mineral species from
field science training using analogue environments,
single analytical methods (Raman, VNIR or LIBS), and
PANGAEA, the mineral library and the recognition
developed a flexible and modular algorithm that can
software are conceived as real-time decision support
classify minerals and their compositions (rocks, soils)
tools for future planetary surface exploration missions.
either from one or pair-combined spectroscopic
PANGAEA Mineralogical Database: The
methods. Our new approach was then evaluated using
Mineralogical database [1] can be viewed as two
our customized library of spectroscopic data from
distinct products: a catalogue of petrographic
PANGAEA Mineralogical Database. Our crossinformation and an analytical library. The catalogue
validation tests show that multi-method spectroscopy
consists of petrographic information on all currently
paired with ML paves the way towards rapid and
known minerals identified on the Moon, Mars, and in
accurate characterization of minerals [2], as well
meteorites providing essential analytical information for
improving the quantification of mineral abundances in
rapid astromaterial identification and understanding of
rocks and soils using ML-based spectral unmixing.
significance during planetary geological exploration.
PANGAEA Mineralogical Tookit as an
Each mineral entry includes: IMA recognized name,
Analytical Toolset for Planetary Geological
chemical formula, mineral group, surface abundance on
Exploration: The PANGAEA Mineralogical Toolkit is
planetary bodies, geological significance in context of
envisioned as a part of the PANGAEA Electronic
planetary exploration (e.g., marker for important
Fieldbook Suite (EFB) [3], a deployable system
processes), number of collected VNIR and Raman
supporting field science operations. The EFB can
spectra, their spectral discoverability and features. The
interface with handheld spectrometers intended for
database was compiled through systematic literature
planetary exploration, simultaneously feeding their
research, followed by the careful intercomparison of all
measurements into the embedded Mineralogical
mineral characteristic information. The second major
Toolkit. Combined within the EFB with various spectral
part of the Mineralogical Database is a customized
analytical tools and benefiting from its instrument
library of analytical data from all known planetary
agnostic nature the PANGAEA Mineralogical Toolkit
terrestrial analogue minerals. This covers reflective
will enable fast and reliable in-situ recognition of rocks
Visual-to-Near- & Shortwave-Infrared (VNIR), Raman
and minerals, thus becoming a crucial decision support
vibrational (molecular) spectroscopy, Laser-Inducedtool for future human and robotic planetary surface
Breakdown (LIBS), and X-Rays Fluorescence (XRF)
exploration missions.
atomic spectroscopy. This library also includes a set of
References: [1] Drozdovskiy, I. et al. 2020, Data
reference spectra for evaluating the detectability of
in Brief, 31, 105985. [2] Jahoda, P. et al. 2020, The
minerals with different analytical methods. The archive
Analyst, 146(1), pp.184-195. [3] Turchi L. et al.
consists of high-quality spectra collected from available
Planetary Space Science, 197, p.105164.
open access on-line catalogues, such as RRUFF
(Raman), and USGS, RELAB and ECOSTRESS
(VNIR) and our own collection of spectroscopic
measurements of planetary analogue minerals taken by
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THE CONCORDIA MICROMETEORITE COLLECTION AND CURATION. J. Duprat1, L. Delauche2, C.
Engrand2, S. Gregoire2, S. Herve2, J. Rojas2, E. Dartois3, F. Fortuna3, M. Gounelle1, M. Roskosz1, G. Libourel4
(Jean.Duprat@mnhn.fr) 1IMPMC, CNRS/MNHN/Sorbonne-Université, CP 52, 57 rue Cuvier, 75231 Paris, France
2
CSNSM, CNRS/Paris-Saclay, Bat 104, 91405 Orsay, France, 3ISMO, CNRS/Univ. Paris-Saclay, Bat 520, 91405
Orsay, France. 4Observatoire de la Côte d'Azur, Bd de l'Observatoire, 06304 Nice, France
Introduction: Micrometeorites (MMs) are interplanetary dust particles reaching the Earth surface with
size from ca. 10 to 500 µm. Research on MMs started
in France about 4 decades ago with the pioneering
work of M. Maurette and the financial and logistic help
of the French polar institute (IPEV) [1, 2]. Since 2000,
we perform MMs collections at the vicinity of the
French-Italian (IPEV/PNRA) station Concordia located at Dome C (75° S, 123°E) [3]. The central regions
of the Antarctic continent present major advantages to
recover MMs with a minimal terrestrial weathering,
providing asteroidal and cometary particles to compare
with meteorites, data from in-situ spatial missions, and
samples returned by spatial mission such as Stardust,
Hayabusa 2, OSIRIS-REx and MMX [4, 5].
The Concordia collection: Within the last 2 decades, we performed 6 fields trips at Dome C and collected and melted several tens of m3 of ultra-clean
snow in 5-8 deep trenches. The filters were subsequently shipped back to France in dedicated dry containers (under N2 atmosphere). The filters from MM
collection are stored in a clean-room where particles
are progressively extracted under a binocular microscope, and placed in a cavity glass or quartz slide. Every particle is documented (size, color, surface characteristics) and optical images are taken generating a first
set of data for the particle. All particles (except the
cosmic spherules - CSs) are then split in several fragments for multi-analytical purposes, which are then
documented. One fragment of each particle, and whole
CSs, are subsequently analyzed by scanning electron
microscopy (SEM), generating a second set of data
with secondary electron (SE) and back-scattered electron (BSE) images, and EDX spectra of the bulk particle and of regions of interest. The type of the particle is
then determined following the criteria defined in [6-8].
Complementary fragments of each particle can be subsequently mounted on different types of supports (e.g.
epoxy mounts, diamond cells, gold or indium foils,
TEM grids…) to perform multi-technique analyses
(e.g. electron microprobe, SIMS, µRaman, µFTIR,
AFM-IR, STXM-XANES, TEM, …). The large number of MMs characterized also allows performing general studies on the global flux of MMs on Earth (see
e.g. [9]).
The MicroMetBase : Since 2016, we store the data in a database: the MicroMetBase. This dedicated

database was developed by S. Grégoire (software engineer) using a Mysql data management system and
sorting data with PHP code and an html and css language for the user interface. The MicroMetBase contains the general characteristics associated to each particle and allows basic search with pre-defined criteria
(e.g. the size, the type, the collection filter…). In September 2021, the database contains entries for 3200
individual MMs and CSs (most of the MMs being split
into several fragments). The size of the database is
about 30 Go, with 11.6 Mo just considering the
metadata without the images.
The future curation center at MNHN: With the
support of several institutions (CNES, CNRS, Universities), the National Museum of Natural History
(MNHN) in Paris is currently planning to build a national facility for curation of extraterrestrial materials.
This center will provide dedicated cleanrooms to preserve the MNHN national meteorite collection, the
micrometeorite collection, analytical standards and
analogues, and samples returned by spatial missions. A
dedicated effort will be devoted to prepare the reception of samples from Phobos to be returned by the future MMX Japanese mission in 2029. In that perspective, we are planning to build a new database, including samples that will be located in the future curation
center. The objective will be to catalog samples entering the center, to track in real-time their evolution and
location, to provide to users with the history of each
sample with the different analyses performed (possibly
including some analytical data), and to grant open access to sample catalogues to facilitate sample requests.
Acknowledgments: The micrometeorite studies
are funded by the COMETOR ANR project (ANR-18CE31-0011), DIM-ACAV+, PNP-INSU, CNRS
(MITI), CNES, and PCMI. The collection of MMs at
the Concordia station at Dome C is supported by IPEV
and PNRA.
References: 1. Maurette, M., et al. Science, 1986. 233: p.
869-872. 2. Maurette, M., et al. Nature, 1991. 351: p. 44-47.
3. Duprat, J., et al. Adv. Space Res., 2007. 39: p. 605-611. 4.
Duprat, J., et al. in Proceedings of the Annual meeting SF2A.
2019. 5. Duprat, J., et al. Science, 2010. 328: p. 742-745 6.
Kurat, G., et al. GCA, 1994. 58: p. 3879-3904. 7. Genge,
M.J., et al. Meteoritic & Planetary Science, 2008. 43: p. 497515. 8. Engrand, C. and M. Maurette. MAPS, 1998. 33: p.
565-580. 9. Rojas, J., et al. EPSL, 2021. 560: p. 116794.
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COMETARY TRACKS IN AEROGEL: THE CHALLENGE OF MAKING REGISTERED 3D
VOLUMETRIC OPTICAL AND STEREOSCOPIC SPECTRAL-CHEMICAL DATA ACCESSIBLE. D. S.
Ebel1,2 and K. V. Fendrich1, 1Dept. of Earth and Planetary Sciences, American Museum of Natural History, Central
Park West at 79th St, New York, NY 10024, 2Dept. of Earth and Environmental Sciences, Columbia University,
New York (debel@amnh.org).
Introduction: In 2006, NASA’s Stardust mission
returned a capsule to Earth with particles collected
from the coma of comet 81P/Wild 2. Cometary
particles were collected by impact into low-density
silica aerogel at a relative velocity of 6.1 km/s [1].
Upon impacting the aerogel, particles left behind
tracks of melted and compressed aerogel and void
space, shedding material along the way. To maximize
the scientific return from these samples, we spent years
measuring them as nondestructively as possible, while
they remained embedded in "keystones" of the aerogel
capture medium [2].
At the Microscopy and Imaging Facility at the
American Museum of Natural History (AMNH), a
Zeiss LSM510 Laser Scanning Confocal Microscope
(LSCM) and later a Zeiss LSM510 LSCM were used
to perform 3-dimensonal (3D) mapping of whole
Stardust tracks at high resolution (<80 nm/pixel) [3].
The laser wavelength choices on the LSM710 allowed
multi-wavelength imaging, allowing identification of
regions
of
aerogel
compression
due
to
autofluorescence of aerogel [4]. Many of the LSCM
results have been complemented with chemical data
acquired using the GSECARS X-ray fluorescence (SXRF) microprobe on beamline 13-IDE at the
Advanced Photon Source of Argonne National
Laboratory, Dept. of Energy [5]. Many of the S-XRF
data comprise stereoscopic pairs taken at two angles,
allowing discrimination of particles in tracks from
those that contaminate the aerogel keystone surfaces.
To improve LSCM image quality, particles
manufactured in aerogel were imaged to obtain
experimental point-spread functions using identical
instrumentation as for the comet tracks [6]. These data
are an important part of the track imaging project
because they allow deconvolution of spectra using the
Huygens software [7, 8].
Objective: Our goal is to archive all the data that
we have collected, such that S-XRF spectral maps may
be registered (matched spatially) to 3D LSCM image
stacks. These combined data sets could be exploited
to determine the locations of chemically interesting
grains in whole tracks and to harvest (extract)
grains of particular potential interest.
Data: LSCM data from the LSM510 and LSM710
instruments are produced in raw form compatible with
the Zeiss "Zen" proprietary software. TIFF stacks very

rich (16-bit depth) in contrast detail can be produced
from them and the included metadata can be extracted
with available free software.
S-XRF chemical maps acquired prior to 2012 were
in a format that could not be read by the current
software provided by APS beamline staff. We have
worked with Matt Newville from the University of
Chicago (XRF software developer and beamline
scientist at the Center for Advanced Radiation Sources
at the APS, Argonne National Lab) to convert as much
of the old data as possible into an accessible format.
We succeeded in converting data on 4 tracks from
2011. Data from 2006-2009 are unfortunately still
problematic and we have not been able to reach a
resolution.
Outlook: We have well organized data (7 TB) for
9 fully 3D LCSM-mapped tracks for which we also
have 2D chemical maps and stereo-pair S-XRF maps.
We have begun working with PDS Small Bodies Node
to convert our data into PDS-supported formats. Our
hope is that our work would provide a robust template
for ingestion of data obtained from returned samples
into the PDS.
Inclusion of S-XRF data into the PDS would
depend on progress with the conversion of old data, or
creation of new software. No data archive similar to
our data exists in PDS. Our effort halted with the end
of award funding near the start of the pandemic. The
author is collaborating with JSC curation to make all of
our whole-track, high-resolution 3D LSCM images and
S-XRF maps available for future investigations.
References: [1] Brownlee D. (2014) Annual Review of
Earth & Planetary Sciences, 42, 179–205. [2]
Westphal et al. (2004) Meteoritics & Planetary
Sciences, 39, 1375-1386. [3] Greenberg M. and Ebel
D. S. (2010) Geosphere, 6, 515-523. [4] Greenberg M.
and Ebel D.S. (2011) Lunar and Planetary Science
XLII, Abstract #2640. [5] Ebel D. S., M. Greenberg
M., Rivers M. L. and M. Newville M. (2009)
Meteoritics and Planetary Science, 44, 1445-1463. [6]
White A. J. and Ebel D.S. (2014) Microscopy and
Microanalysis. Online: 12/17/2014. DOI:
10.1017/S1431927614013610. [7] Huygens SVI.
http://www.svi.nl/HuygensProfessional. [8] White
A.J., Ebel D.S. and Greenberg M. (2013) Lunar and
Planetary Science XLIV, Abstract #1630.
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INFORMED SAMPLE SECTIONING GUIDED BY X-RAY COMPUTED TOMOGRAPHY. S. A. Eckley1 and R. A. Zeigler2,
1
Jacobs Technology, Johnson Space Center, Houston, TX 77058, scott.a.eckley@nasa.gov, 2NASA, Johnson Space
Center, Mail Code XI2, Houston, TX, 77058
Introduction: Preparation of thin/thick sections is
typically the first step in the investigation of astromaterials using light microscopes, electron beam techniques,
ion microprobes, etc. This process typically results in a
randomly oriented section whose three-dimensional (3D)
spatial context within the larger sample is unknown.
These randomly oriented sections may not expose a “representative” surface, especially for samples that have
large objects sparsely distributed in a finer-grained
groundmass (e.g., porphyritic rocks). For example, a recent X-ray computed tomography (CT) study of Martian
meteorites showed the modal abundance of olivine phenocrysts on any given plane within a single sample varied
from 0 to 31% [1]. Without characterization prior to sectioning, unique and rare features may be missed altogether, and thus go unstudied. In this abstract we demonstrate how the curation facilities at NASA-JSC utilize Xray CT to achieve sectioning of astromaterials along predetermined planes-of-interest.
Methodology: X-ray CT is a non-destructive technique to image the interior of opaque objects in 3D. The
Astromaterials X-ray CT Laboratory at JSC is equipped
with a Nikon XT H 320 scanner that is capable of imaging a wide range of sample types and sizes from ~0.5 mm
to 15 cm [2]. As part of a larger shergottite investigation,
we CT scanned ~5 g chips of olivine-phyric shergottites
Larkman Nunatak 12011, Larkman Nunatak 12095, and
Elephant Moraine 79001 (lithology A). The CT data
were then used to inform subsequent sample sectioning.
The sectioning process followed this procedure: (1)
We identified the largest olivine crystal that did not touch
the sample boundary; (2) we oriented a plane that cut directly through the central section of the olivine-of-interest; (3) we extrapolated the targeted plane to a digital rendering of the sample’s exterior surface; (4) by correlating
fiducial markers on the digital surface to the actual stone,
we were able to mark where a thick section was to be

made; (5) we cut the sample and prepared the thin section. The targeted CT plane and the CT plane re-oriented
to match the thick section surface are nearly identical
(Figure 1). Similar results were obtained for samples
LAR 12011 and EETA 79001.
Conclusions: This technique has many uses for the
curation and research of astromaterials:
• To create a 3D digital record of where thin/thick
sections are produced from the larger sample
• To ensure that thin/thick sections or larger aliquots are “representative” of the whole sample
• To enable thin/thick sections to be cut at specific
orientations to apparent or measured fabrics
• To establish that core-to-rim traverses are from
true central sections (Figure 1)
This technique allows collection managers to maximize
the scientific output by “looking” inside their samples
before allocating and tailoring sections to individual investigators’ needs.
Future Work: Currently, we have produced targeted
sections using internally derived CT data for relatively
large features. Soon we will attempt this process using
external CT data from a PI to make a targeted section to
expose an individual trace-element phase. We are developing a procedure to CT scan a sample, then create a 3D
printed holder with systematic fiducial markers that will
make sectioning along a specific plane more accurate.
Targeted sectioning is only one way that CT scanning
can be leveraged to improve astromaterials sample processing. We have also used the technique to subsample
glass melt veins for a PI across a large sample, providing
lithologic context for samples prior to destructive analyses and verifying that the allocated sample had the necessary phases needed for an isochron study prior to disaggregation.
References: [1] Eckley, S. A. et al. in prep. [2] Eckley, S. A. et al., (2020) 51st LPSC, abstract # 2182.

Figure 1: (A) Targeted CT plane through central section of olivine-of-interest (green). (B) Reflected-light image of resulting
thick section. (C) CT plane (from original scan) re-oriented to match thick section surface. (D) Re-oriented CT plane of thick
section surface (blue line) through volume rendering of olivine-of-interest. All scale bars are 2 mm.
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CORRELATION OF MULTI-DIMENSIONAL STRUCTURAL, CHEMICAL, AND SPECTRAL DATA:
INCREASING ACCESS, AWARENESS, AND AVAILABILITY OF MUSEUM SAMPLE MEASUREMENT
HISTORY. M. E. Gemma1,2,*, S. P. Alpert1,3, D. S. Ebel1,2, 1Department of Earth and Planetary Sciences, American
Museum of Natural History, New York, NY, 2Department of Earth and Environmental Sciences, Columbia University,
New York, 3Earth and Environmental Sciences, CUNY Graduate Center, New York. (*mgemma@amnh.org).
Introduction: Since 2002, the American Museum
of Natural History (AMNH) meteorite group has
collected synchrotron computed microtomography (SCT) images of ~1 cm2 volumes of samples in the
AMNH meteorite collection [1]. Since 2010, CT data
has been collected on a GE v|tome|x s240 scanner in the
Microscopy and Imaging Facility (MIF) at the AMNH.
Many of these samples have one or multiple interior
polished surfaces mapped in X-ray emission on the
Cameca SX100 or SX5/Tactis electron probe
microanalyzer (EPMA) at AMNH [2, 4]. Samples have
been cut orthogonally to various planes such that the 3D
petrographic context of any surface measurement
becomes challenging to track [2].
Many samples have also been imaged in 2D in the
MIF using a Zeiss EVO-60 variable pressure LaB6
SEM. Additionally, spot quantitative analyses (via
EPMA or laser ablation inductively coupled plasma
mass spectrometry (LA-ICP-MS)) of many surfaces
exist, with digital maps illustrating where on X-raymapped or SEM imaged surfaces those spots were
measured. All of these data relate to various projects
already or partially completed. Some maps and
quantitative data are on thin sections with no relation to
3D data. Other CT scans are all that remains of samples
that have been consumed for chemical analysis leaving
only a polished thin section [3].
It has been realized through curation that it is
debilitating to samples for X-ray mapping and other
procedures to be repeated unnecessarily. Therefore, it
would be of great advantage to the curatorial and larger
communities if all existing data on meteoritic samples
were to be available to researchers who request those
samples for further analysis. So, for example, LA-ICPMS analyses to address a particular question would
benefit from the petrological context of previous 2D or
3D analyses of the samples requested from repositories
(museums, NASA JSC, etc.). Providing such data to
investigators would benefit repositories in that it would
potentially minimize repetitive exposure of samples to
not only electron beams (EPMA, SEM) and X-rays
(CT), but destructive analysis (LA-ICP-MS) as well, if
investigators are able to use the context of previous
analyses to more carefully choose and possibly
minimize areas for their planned analyses.
The problem here is that making such data available
to borrowers of material is costly and lacking in

standardization across the repository community. It is
currently done based on ad hoc curator - investigator
relationships, or otherwise on a very case-by-case basis
subject to the time constraints on all parties.
Data: Each instrument (CT, EPMA, SEM, FTIR,
LA-ICP-MS, etc.) provides primary data in various and
often proprietary formats. Furthermore, many of the
processing software can output datasets in various file
formats, depending on the preference of the user –
leading to inconsistency in data formatting across
samples in the collection. EPMA X-ray maps and
derived products are generally TIFF or ASCII files [4].
CT data on samples is voluminous (typically thousands
of 32-bit TIFF files) and can be difficult for clients of
the sample collections to incorporate into their
contextual knowledge of the samples. Conversely, spot
analyses such as LA-ICP-MS measurements are
exported in simple CSV files but lack information on
the spatial context of the measured spots. The problem
of combining these myriad data, e.g., registering spot
analyses and 2D maps of sample surfaces within 3D CT
scan volumes, is particularly difficult. Adding
additional data, such as IR spectroscopic maps of those
surfaces (or Raman or other area maps) further
complicates data assimilation into single data structures
which preserve sampled area relationships in the 3D
data context.
Objective: The ideal presentation of the various
data would be an interactive platform (similar to
Astromaterials 3D [5]) that could effectively
incorporate point analyses, 2D maps, and 3D volumes
by correcting for the individual coordinate systems and
various spatial scales (resolutions) of the data. Making
AMNH meteorite data accessible online would most
readily begin with recent, comprehensive data sets that
combine several types of analysis [6]. In this workshop,
we hope to explore solutions that would include a
searchable, relational data structure that could make
these kinds of data accessible in an integrated,
inexpensive, and preferably low maintenance way.
References: [1] Ebel D.S. and Rivers M.L. (2007)
MAPS, 42, 1627-1646. [2] Ebel D.S. et al. (2008)
MAPS, 43, 1725-1740. [3] Williams C.D. et al. (2020)
PNAS, 117, 23426-23435. [4] Ebel D.S. et al. (2016)
GCA, 172, 322-356. [5] https://ares.jsc.nasa.gov/astro
materials3d/index.htm. [6] Gemma, M. E. et al. (in
prep).
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Mars Sample Return: Preparing for Sample-Based Data Management
L. E. Hays1, D.W. Beaty2, B.L. Carrier2, T. Haltigin3, G. Kminek4, M.A Meyer1, and MSPG2 team.
1
NASA HQ (300 E St SW, Washington, DC 20546; lindsay.hays@nasa.gov), 2Jet Propulsion Laboratory/California
Institute of Technology, 3Canadian Space Agency, 4European Space Agency.
Introduction: The first samples of martian rocks
have been collected by the Perseverance Rover. The
science planning for Mars Sample Return (MSR) has
now expanded beyond the collection of samples to
planning for their return and analysis of samples on
Earth, and consideration of how to track and incorporate
sample data from the entire process, standardize it, and
manage it for a range of users across the science
community. In the MSR Science Planning Group Phase
2 (MSPG2) report related to the MSR Science
Management Plan [1], the need for data standards and
data archiving plans was acknowledged.
Mars Sample Return Data: A fundamental
assumption of the MSR campaign has been that the
samples are most valuable when considered as a
collection [2]. While samples can only be collected and
ultimately measured individually, much of the data
associated with them will contribute to the analysis and
interpretation of the full sample set, and how it applies
to interpreting Mars.
Scientific data produced by the Perseverance rover
are a critically planned part of the MSR science
program. The Perseverance science team’s strategy is to
assemble the field data related to each sample in the
form of a sample dossier. The plan is for the sample
dossiers to begin with Mars 2020 metadata beginning
from well before each sample is collected until the
sample is placed in a depot or transferred to the Sample
Retrieval Lander. The dossier would then be updated
with information from later missions and modeling
efforts documenting the environmental histories of the
sealed samples from collection through delivery to the
Sample Receiving Facility (SRF).
Once inside the SRF, the initial characterization
process would produce more data in the form of the
measurements
collected
during
Pre-Basic
Characterization (Pre-BC), Basic Characterization
(BC), and Preliminary Examination (PE) that
collectively would go into a sample catalog that would
constitute the informational basis for the competition for
scientific access to the samples.
MSPG2 Science Management Plan (SMP): One
of the major findings in the SMP section of the final
MSPG2 report was that a formal plan for data
management should be produced as part of the work of
a future science planning group, the MSR Campaign
Science Group (MCSG).

The SMP presented an overview about the proposed
Data Management Plan (DMP) for MSR Campaign
Science Data, which includes the goals to (i) improve
the quality and quantity of the scientific return of the
sample collection; (ii) generate a long-term,
documented archive for future analyses of the samples
and reinterpretations and comparisons with new
observations, and; (iii) demonstrate the transparency of
the full program.
Although the specific drafting of the DMP was left
for the future, some high-level considerations were
described and included information about how data is
shared with different users. For example, it was
proposed that online access to MSR science data be the
primary method for data distribution, using existing
archives such as the NASA Planetary Data System
(PDS) and the ESA Planetary Science Archive (PSA).
Ideally, the latest data archive standard PDS-4 or any
other dedicated, online archive should be employed. A
key point is the need to establish data standards for
different kinds of sample-based analytic data, and MSR
will greatly benefit from precursor work in this area on
other sample return missions.
It is assumed that all standard scientific data-sets
would become publicly available at the NASA PDS and
ESA PSA archives (if they are chosen as the sample
database) after a proprietary period of (TBD) years
where scientific datasets could only be used by the PIled teams for publication after agreement provided by
the owner of the scientific data-set.
Future Work: Additional consultation with data
management scientists would be necessary for the
planning outlined above. As part of the planning process
going forward, having additional input into the best
practices for data standards and data management from
the scientific community who have worked these issues
for sample return missions in the past is being actively
sought, including as part of this workshop.
Acknowledgements: Pre-Decisional Information –
For Planning and Discussion Purposes Only
References:
[1] MPSG2 (2021) Rationale and Proposed Design
for a Mars Sample Return (MSR) Science Program (in
review) Astrobiology.
[2] MSPG (2019) A Framework for Mars Returned
Sample Science Management. Unpublished white
paper,
posted
12/11/19
at
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UPGRADING METBASE TO BECOMING FULLY FAIR AND AN INTEGRAL PART OF
INTERNATIONAL GEOCHEMICAL INITIATIVES. D. C. Hezel1,*, H. R. Marschall1, M. Klöcking2, K. A.
Lehnert3 1Goethe-Universität Frankfurt, Altenhöferallee 1, 60438 Frankfurt am Main, Germany.
*dominik.hezel@em.uni-frankfurt.de; 2Universität Göttingen; 3Columbia University
Introduction: MetBase is the world’s largest database for meteorite compositions [1], currently hosted in
Germany. MetBase started more than 20 years ago with
collecting cosmochemical data by a private collector.
Among others, the database consists of more than
500.000 individual data of, for instance, bulk and component chemical, isotopic and physical properties. Further, the database holds more than 90,000 references
from 1492 until today. In 2006, the high value of the
database was acknowledged by the Meteoritical Society
with its Service Award.
Current Developments: MetBase has seen substantial transitions in the past years from a purely commercial to a donation, free-of-charge database. The
technical foundation has been completely modernised.
A tentpole feature of MetBase is its intuitive, web-based
graphical user interface that allows complex data selection, visualisation, and report of the respective literature
references. This makes the MetBase data findable, and
to a certain extend accessible and reusable.
We are currently starting a new one-year project to
make MetBase data fully FAIR (findable, accessible, interoperable and reusable, [2]) and implementing a new
database schema. A key part of this project is to integrate MetBase into an international network of initiatives and data management frameworks: We will adopt
the data schema of the recently established Astromaterials database [3], which is based on the EarthChem data
model, and work on new solutions for a long term and
centralised hosting for MetBase and data input backbone. MetBase will also participate in the OneGeochemistry initiative. Our cooperative approach ensures
the long-term availability and expansion of MetBase,
and is a sensible way forward for a long-tail database.

Potential additional cooperations with e.g., the European Open Science Cloud [4], Research Data Alliance
[5], or the IGSN Consortium [6] are surveyed.
The project is in part a collaboration with the
GeoROC DIGIS project [7]. We work towards common
tools to interact online with both databases, for which
the current MetBase interface serves as the template.
An integral part of MetBase are comprehensive
teaching resources. The tight integration of the database
with teaching material allows seamless transition from
research to teaching tools, thereby allowing to directly
integrate the database into teaching [8, 9].
Germany recently initiated the ›National Data Infrastructure Initiative‹ (NFDI), covering all scientific areas
[10]. Although called ›national‹, this initiative has a
clear international character. Its goal is to provide a central ‘one-stop shop’ for research data management related to the German scientific community. In Frankfurt,
we participate as Co-Applicant of the NFDI4Earth [11]
and are responsible for the ‘Commons’, i.e., we will
communicate developments from other initiatives into
the NFDI4Earth and vice versa to facilitate for example,
common standards, tools, or schemata.
References: [1] http://www.metbase.org. [2] Stall
et al. 2019. Make scientific data FAIR. Nature
570(7759): 27-29. [3] https://www.astromat.org [4]
https://www.eosc.eu [5] https://rd-alliance.org. [6]
https://www.igsn.org [7] http://digis.geo.uni-goettingen.de [8] Hezel DC (2020) MetBase.org as a research
and learning tool for cosmochemistry. Elements 16:7375. [9] https://www.metbase.org → Resources [10]
https://www.dfg.de/en/research_funding/programmes/nfdi/index.htm
[11] https://www.nfdi4earth.de
Part of the MetBase Web
GUI that allows direct and
quick data visualisation to
get a first idea of the selected data.
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OPTIMIZING SAMPLE-RETURN SCIENCE BY BEING AN INFORMATION PACKRAT. A. J. G.
Jurewicz1,2 1ASU Center for Meteorite Studies (Amy.Jurewicz@asu.edu), 2Visiting Scholar, Dartmouth College.
Introduction: This work reviews lessons learned
from Stardust and Genesis presented in 2011 [1] and
adds additional lessons from the past decade.
Premise: “A NASA Mission is like a train running
at full speed: people get on, people get off, but it has a
momentum all it’s own” [1]. Pre-flight, personnel
building key hardware (e.g., collection systems,
sample containment) for Sample Return missions are
usually out of work after the hardware has been built.
Often, they will need to leave the mission early to
ensure continuous employment. Others may be
vendors and may consider processes proprietary. Yet,
they may contribute to the eventual science return in a
myriad of ways. Records must detail their successes
and concerns, or you may be blindsided in the future.
Post launch (during flight and after return) Science
Team members plan and explore various scenarios for
handling the returning samples. Some procedures are
successful; some are not. Successes are usually
archived for future use. Are the failures?
If information is not recorded it cannot help us, but
too much information is okay– if it is both available
and indexed so that we can use it easily when
questions arise. Thus, recording salient data requires
the foresight to guess what is important a priori, or you
need to archive every detail and make it both
understandable and widely available in the future.
Preflight: Effect of Small Choices. Seemingly
innocuous technical decisions regarding the spacecraft
and collection system can make a big difference to the
science gleaned from the samples. Choices may be as
simple as “Should we use the bake-out furnace with
the Monel retort for the aerogel?”, “Should we acid
etch the collection surface, or is a solvent cleaning
good enough?”, “Should the vendor do the usual
cleaning with an Ar plasma so that the thin-film
protective coating on this part will adhere better?”.
Unfortunately, Mission functions are necessarily
compartmentalized to meet tight schedules, meaning
that it’s harder for those choices to be made with a
comprehensive vision. Many decisions are not made
by the science team: they are made by engineers and
technicians who follow the engineering and flight
specifications but may not understand the implications
of their choices on future analyses, e.g., contamination
on collectors or sample containment vessels.
Identifying what to record. The future is
inscrutable. So, to archive all salient data, you either
need to guess what is important a priori, or you must
archive “every detail”. Hardware fabrication is only

rarely done by someone on the Science Team. To
ensure quality, a science team member should tag
alongside the techs manufacturing these sensitive parts
to check small choices and record potentially relevant
data. At the least, a team member should ask
comprehensive questions ahead of fabrication, or
officially require detailed notes and other fabrication
documents not provided automatically. Treating techs
as members of the mission team – especially
explaining the reasons behind specifications – will not
only help them make more informed choices, but they
will be more excited about the work, and may suggest
improvements in processing or quality control.
Post flight: Records and their availability. Every
manufacturing plant and laboratory scientist knows the
importance of taking notes at the time of fabrication.
But, traditionally, engineers, quality assurance,
vendors, and Science Team members all archive their
data at different locations and on different media.
Vendors may also have techniques they consider to be
proprietary. Thus, the question becomes whether the
files containing flight-data be conveniently accessible
(and readable) to scientists 20 years in the future. To
ensure access to information that may affect future
science, a subset of the Science Team needs to be
responsible for archiving potentially important notes,
including negotiations for releasing redacted
proprietary information and pooling potentially
important information from engineering.
Record storage. Paper or electronics? Paper is
bulky and deteriorates. Hardware and software for
archiving data undergo continuous development
followed by obsolescence. Example: Stardust aerogel
fabrication data was stored on Jaz drives – who uses
one now? These days, there is a push to put everything
“in the cloud”. But, even if data is localized on a single
server, the software needed for reading them inevitably
changes. Will archived files remain compatible with
software upgrades? Do we need to physically archive a
computer with appropriate software to read these files?
Other archives. Plans are needed for archiving
post-flight
records
and
tangibles,
including
scientific/engineering results not publishable as standalone papers [2], and specialty analytical standards
(e.g. [3]). These issues are discussed for Genesis in [4].
References & note: [1] Jurewicz A. J. G. (2011)
SSSR Workshop (2011), Abstract #5053 (LPI). [2]
Allton J. H. et al. (2018) 49th LPS, Abstract #1671. [3]
Jurewicz A. J. G. et al. (2021) JAAS 36:194-209. [4]
Allton J. H. (2021) this workshop.
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THE TRR170-DB DATA REPOSITORY: ACCESS TO PLANETARY DATA FROM VARIOUS RESOURCES. Elfrun Lehmann1,
Harry Becker1, 1Freie Universität Berlin, Germany, elfrun.lehmann@fu-berlin.de.
Introduction: The TRR170-DB data repository
(https://planetary-data-portal.org/) manages research
data from the collaborative research center ‘Late
Accretion onto Terrestrial Planets’ (TRR 170). The
repository makes TRR 170 data and planetary science
data from other sources accessible to researchers. Data
in the repository reflect the different methods and
approaches applied to investigate planet formation
processes, including astromaterials data, experimental
studies, remote sensing data, and geophysical modeling
data. TRR170-DB aligns its data policy and practice to
Open Science and the FAIR principles [1] as promoted
by the national research data infrastructure initiative in
Germany [2]. Its location on a Freie Universität Berlin
server ensures long-term preservation and access to its
published data promoting widespread usage by
researchers and the interested public.
The TRR170-DB system: The repository is operated on
the open source data management software Dataverse
(http://dataverse.org/). Users access the repository
directly through its interface that connects to the storage
environment of the datasets hosted by Freie Universität
Berlin. Alternatively, a web portal allows for repository
access while also guiding users how to use TRR170DB. The website provides additional information to the
community related to data management and data
publication and informs about legal conditions and
embargo periods to safeguard when and how to publish
data.
While TRR170-DB serves as a hub to exchange data for
the TRR 170 user community through a passwordguarded member area, it also allows for easy transfer of
published data among various subdisciplines of the
planetary sciences. Data stored and published in
TRR170-DB use international formats so that they can
be easily integrated into international repositories to
ensure that all data are generally accessible.
The repository interface provides search tools to allow
users to retrieve diverse planetary data such as
experimental and analytical data on planetary samples,
remote sensing data, geological maps, model
simulations, and mission images. Users can conduct
general searches or specify requests for published data
via filters. Filters can direct searches to specific
published data (i.e., planetary materials/geophysics,
planetary surface data, astronomy) via their metadata
information. Specified searches result in compilations
of data and metadata information available in the
repository that can be directly viewed, saved, and

downloaded. At present, the majority of datasets were
provided and used by authors of articles from the TRR
170 program, which appeared in international scientific
journals since 2016. These replication datasets are
freely available and no special permission is required to
use them. TRR170-DB further provides links to some
datasets at external sites and archives. They can be
searched and retrieved by TRR170-DB metadata
information.
Community Services: We are currently improving
TRR170-DB tools that allow users to search and access
data more efficiently. We inform members of TRR 170
regularly about news in the data community and offer
webinars and workshops on data related topics.
Future Work: For effective management and
structuring of data from heterogeneous datasets, we will
adapt data in the repository to common international
standardized formats and ontologies. Specified
metadata templates are in progress that will request data
suppliers to set standardized ways to annotate, structure
and organize data. This metadata information on the
content, quality, origin, and other characteristics of the
datasets ensures reliable data quality for future use in
research projects. In this way, data from different
projects can be easier exchanged and be understood
when used in different contexts.
All of TRR170’s metadata content will be mapped to
Freie Universität’s central library system. This secures
long-term preservation of its data and metadata
information and provides the data to a larger community
of researchers, teachers, and students. Some of the
repository’s tools in development may serve education
and public outreach efforts.
Acknowledgements: The TRR170-DB repository is
maintained and managed by subproject TRR 170-INF
(German Research Foundation (DFG), 263649064–
TRR 170). Freie Universität Berlin provides server
infrastructure and a web content management system
for managing the TRR170-DB website. TRR170-DB
uses Dataverse software maintained by the IQSS
Dataverse team, Harvard University. We thank A.
Balduin, R. Schleuer, João Cardoso, and Archium for
technical support.
References: [1] DFG:
https://www.dfg.de/en
/research_funding/programmes/nfdi/index.html.
[2]
Wilkinson et al., Scientific Data, 3, (2016).
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THE ASTROMATERIALS DATA SYSTEM: ADVANCING ACCESS AND PRESERVATION OF PAST,
PRESENT, AND FUTURE LAB ANALYTICAL DATA OF NASA’S ASTROMATERIALS COLLECTIONS.
K. Lehnert1,*, P. Ji1, J. Mays1, J. D. Figueroa1, A. Johansson1, L. Profeta1, L. Song1, S. Richard2, S. Morrison3, A.
Ostroverkhova3
1
Lamont-Doherty Earth Observatory of Columbia University, Palisades, NY, USA; 2 US Geoscience Information
Network (USGIN); 3Carnegie Science Earth & Planets Laboratory, Washington, DC, USA
Introduction: The Astromaterials Data System [1]
provides a comprehensive solution for access, sharing,
publication, and archiving of laboratory analytical data
generated on astromaterials that makes these data
Findable, Accessible, Interoperable, and Reusable =
FAIR. AstroMat offers services for researchers to share,
publish, and archive their data in a data repository that
follows community best practices, and maintains a
comprehensive synthesis of published geochemical and
mineralogical data generated on astromaterials
specimens that facilitates advanced data analytics via
human- and machine readable interfaces. Astromat is
modeled after the successful EarthChem data system [2]
with the EarthChem Library and the EarthChem
Synthesis. Initial versions of the Astromat Synthesis
(AstroDB) and the Astromat Repository (AstroRepo)
were released in 2020 and are fully functional.
Astromat Architecture: The Astromaterials Data
System (referred to as ‘Astromat’) is designed as an
ecosystem of interconnected applications that provide
human- and machine-readable interfaces to the data
gathered and managed in AstroMat’s databases. The
various components of AstroMat are intended for
specific purposes and include interfaces for users to
search, access, explore, visualize, analyze, and
contribute data; software tools for data curators to
compile, track, validate, ingest, manage, and annotate
data; and machine-actionable interfaces that connect the
databases to internal and external software tools.
Astromat Repository: The Astromaterials Data
Repository (AstroRepo) accepts user contributions
related to geochemical, geochronological, experimental
and petrographic studies of extraterrestrial samples.
Data is submitted through an online portal and curated
by domain experts. The datasets undergo a technical
review for metadata completeness, are assigned unique
identifiers (DOI), published for public access and use
with appropriate licenses, and archived for long-term
preservation. Templates are provided for researchers to
organize and document different types of analytical
measurements. The AstroRepo encourages use of IGSN
[3] as a globally unique and persistent sample identifier
so data for a given sample can be unambiguously
referenced to a given sample and linked across different
datasets. AstroRepo is in the process of applying for
repository certification by CoreTrustSeal [4].

Astromat Synthesis: Following the successful
concept of geochemical data syntheses for terrestrial
samples such as GEOROC [5] and EarthChem [6],
AstroDB is a database that integrates all past, present,
and future laboratory analytical data for NASA’s
astromaterials collections including the Lunar,
Antarctic Meteorite, Cosmic Dust, Genesis, Hayabusa,
Stardust, and Microparticle Impact collections.
AstroDB data curators compile these data from the
literature and other data sources together with a wide
range of information pertaining to the provenance of the
analytical measurements (e.g., analytical instruments,
laboratory, sample preparation procedures, instrument
calibration, data reduction) and to the quality of the data.
The data and metadata are stored in a database
structured according to the Observation Data Model
ODM2 [7] that in turn follows the conceptual
Observations & Measurements data model [8]. So far,
AstroDB includes data from more than 3,000 studies of
the Lunar and the Antarctic Meteorite collections.
Compilation of data from all other JSC collections will
be completed over the next 3 years. New astromaterials
data submitted to the AstroRepo will be routinely
included in the synthesis.AstroDB data and metadata
have been mapped to the Planetary Data System’s
standard PSD4, so they can be archived at the PDS
Geoscience node. AstroDB features graphical interfaces
for users to search, access, explore, visualize, analyze,
and contribute data (AstroSearch, AstroRef, AstroPlot)
and machine-actionable interfaces that connect the
databases to internal and external software tools
(AstroAPIs, RepoAPIs).
References: [1] https://www.astromat.org; [2]
https://www.earthchem.org; [3] https://www.igsn.org;
[4] https://www.coretrustseal.org; [5] Sarbas, B (2008)
The GEOROC database as part of a growing
geoinformatics network Geoinformatics 2008—Data to
Knowledge, pp. 42-43. USGS, 2008. [6] Hsu, L (2017)
IEDA EarthChem: Supporting the sample-based
geochemistry community with data resources to
accelerate scientific discovery Authorea Preprints; [7]
Horsburgh JS et al (2016) Observations Data Model 2:
A community information model for spatially discrete
Earth observations. Environmental Modelling &
Software 79: 55-74; [8] Cox, S (2011) Observations and
Measurements-XML Implementation. Version 2.0.
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THE NASA REFLECTANCE EXPERIMENT LABORATORY (RELAB) FACILITY: AN ONLINE
SPECTRAL DATABASE FOR PLANETARY EXPLORATION. R.E. Milliken1, T. Hiroi1, D. Scholes2, S.
Slavney2, & R. Arvidson2, 1Dept. Earth, Environmental & Planetary Sciences, Brown University, Providence, RI
02912 (ralph_milliken@brown.edu), 2Washington University in St. Louis, St. Louis, MO 63130
Overview: The Reflectance Experiment LABoratory
(RELAB) is a NASA-supported multi-user spectroscopy
facility that has been housed and operated at Brown University for 30+ years [1]. The RELAB facility provides
services to acquire and distribute high quality spectral
data to members of the NASA, planetary science, and
broader remote sensing communities. A primary goal of
the facility is to archive and make publicly available all
spectral data that are acquired [2].
Over the past several years, funding through the
NASA PDART program has (1) allowed for this extensive database to be made PDS4-compliant and archived
at the NASA PDS Geosciences node hosted at Washington Univ. in St. Louis, and (2) enabled the development
of a user-friendly online search tool to increase accessibility of this rich dataset. In addition, the database and
structure allow for ancillary data (e.g., sample photos,
chemical data, X-ray diffraction data, etc.) to be archived
and linked to specimens and their spectral products. General procedures for archiving of spectral data with the
PDS Geosciences node (e.g., PDS Spectral Library Data
Dictionary) were developed, with the goal that this would
streamline future submission of spectral data generated
by other laboratories, including spectra of extraterrestrial
samples returned by past, present and future missions
(e.g., Hayabusa2, OSIRIS-REx, Mars Sample Return).
RELAB Spectral Database: The full RELAB database
currently contains >24,000 spectra that represent
>12,000 unique samples (including some data that are
still within the maximum 3-year embargo period). This
includes a wide variety of terrestrial and extraterrestrial
materials in a variety of physical forms (e.g., powders,
chips, slabs). The vast majority of RELAB data are reflectance spectra, but transmission, thermal emission,
and Raman spectra are also compatible with the database
structure. Over 300 peer-reviewed journals have used
RELAB data in the past 10 years alone, with the use of
these data increasing as new missions acquire more spectral data and as researchers seek to compare those data
with high quality laboratory spectra of relevant materials.
It is anticipated that the new online search tool and shopping cart-style download method will further enhance the
accessibility and usefulness of this extensive database
within the science community. Importantly, the database
allows for the inclusion of literature references to (1) promote proper citation of studies associated with the original acquisition of spectra in the database and (2) allow
users to understand how various spectra have been used
for scientific research and interpretation.
An important aspect of the RELAB database is that it
contains spectral data for a significant number of extraterrestrial samples, including lunar samples (Apollo,

Luna, meteorite) and hundreds of non-lunar meteorite
samples. The former provide an important foundation for
comparison with spectra of newly returned lunar materials (e.g., Chang’e 5 samples and future Artemis program
samples), and the latter includes spectra of dozens of carbonaceous chondrites relevant to current and upcoming
analyses of samples returned from the asteroids Ryugu
and Bennu.
The new archive, detailed database, and online search
tool allow users to quickly access and download spectral
data of any samples returned by current and future missions that have been measured in RELAB. Currently,
RELAB data are 1D point measurements, but methods
for similar archiving of spectral image cubes (e.g., µFTIR
spectral maps) are being developed. Other advantages of
the RELAB facility and database include:
• Long history (30+ years) of acquiring high precision
and well-calibrated absolute visible-near IR reflectance spectra for use in radiative transfer models.
• Ability to acquire spectra over a wide range of incidence and emergence angles for photometric characterization of materials.
• Provides a single source for spectra of lunar and meteorite samples that were prepared and measured in a
consistent manner using similar instrumentation.
• Detailed metadata (sample and spectral acquisition
conditions) for each spectrum; photos of sample as
mounted for measurement is now standard

Example of RELAB online search tool interface showing result
for returned lunar sample. The blue link in the bottom center of
the window opens a new window with detailed metadata for
sample, spectral acquisition conditions, and ancillary data (e.g.,
photo of sample as mounted for measurement).
Personnel: R.E. Milliken is Science Manager, T. Hiroi is Operations
Manager, W. Patterson III is RELAB Engineer References: [1] Pieters, C.M. (1983) JGR, 88, 9534-9544; [2] RELAB user manual and
archive documentation: https://pds-geosciences.wustl.edu/speclib/urnnasa-pds-relab/document/
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CURATORIAL DATA NEEDS FOR RETURNED VOLATILE-RICH EXTRATERRESTRIAL SAMPLES.
J. L. Mitchell1, J. Gross1,2, J. W. Boyce1, C. L. Amick3, F. M. McCubbin1, R. A. Zeigler1, E. K. Lewis4, A. A. Turner3,
and C. L. Harris3. 1NASA Johnson Space Center, Houston, TX (Julie.L.Mitchell@nasa.gov), 2Rutgers University,
3
NASA Johnson Space Center/Jacobs-JETS, 4NASA Johnson Space Center/Jacobs-JETS/Texas State University.

Introduction: The Astromaterials Acquisition and
Curation Office (hereafter referred to as the Curation
Office) is responsible for preserving astromaterials for
the long term, and for enabling the scientific analysis of
returned samples. As new missions returning volatilerich samples are flown, new curatorial techniques are
needed to maximize the utility of these materials. In
particular, preliminary examination (PE) is used to
develop a sample catalog whereby scientists can request
samples from the Curation Office. This abstract
summarizes the ongoing work to develop new PE
processes for volatile-rich returned samples.
Background: For existing sample collections
dominated by rock/particle samples, the PE process
consists of four primary steps: weighing,
photographing, general classification, and assignment
of sample numbers. This information is provided by the
Curation Office at http://curator.jsc.nasa.gov in the form
of a catalog, and has been successfully used by
researchers for existing sample collection identification
and requests. It is the goal for volatile sample return to
fit into this effective and proven paradigm [1, 2].
Future missions to the lunar poles, comets, icy
moons, and other volatile-bearing planets like Mercury
and Mars, are either planned or being evaluated for
flight in the next few decades [e.g., 3, 4]. Compounds
expected to be sampled include numerous volatiles and
hypervolatiles which are in the gas phase at
temperatures of -80°C or below. In addition, the
presence of salts in some samples will depress their
freezing points, increasing the likelihood of aqueousphase sample return for some volatile-rich materials.
Coupled with the presence of solid-phase components
(i.e., rocks/particles), the potential for up to three phases
in a single sample exists. While the capability for
conditioned sample return (i.e., cold/cryogenic
stowage) is being developed for lunar and comet sample
return, it may not be employed for all volatile-targeting
sample return missions. Cold curation will also be
implemented as required to support the science goals for
volatile-rich returned samples [5].
Volatile Sample PE and Data Products: The
details of PE versus sample analysis will likely need to
be finalized by each mission’s science team in
collaboration with the Curation office since the science
requirements will vary by mission. In addition, timesensitive samples may require immediate sample
analysis prior to PE operations. However, the

development of a framework for volatile sample PE will
facilitate the development and integration of those
capabilities for future sample curation facilities.
Notional techniques for volatile PE are shown in
Table 1 below. The PE techniques for volatile samples
are prioritized by those that are rapid and do not damage
or consume any sample. Consequently, an emphasis is
made on spectroscopic techniques since they do not
consume sample. A major challenge in PE of a gasphase volatile sample is that photographs do not provide
the necessary data to characterize a sample aliquot.
While photographs could be used to document
condensed samples, spectroscopic techniques could also
be used for condensed and gas-phase species. Similarly,
general classification of samples could be accomplished
with appropriately designed spectroscopic instruments,
with samples categorized by their dominant volatile
(e.g., H2O, CO2, etc.).
Table 1. Rock/particle versus volatile sample PE.

The quantity of sample could be measured by using
appropriately calibrated pressure sensors. In this case, a
unique interface to the flight storage container would be
necessary to make this measurement; it would therefore
need to be defined as a requirement prior to the design
of the flight sample container.
Conclusion: Here we present a notional concept for
volatile sample PE that could be used to enable the
development of a volatile sample catalog, and
subsequent sample request/allocation to facilitate
sample analysis of these unique materials.
References: [1] McCubbin, F. M., et al. (2019),
Space Science Reviews, 215:48. [2] Allen, C., et al.
(2011) Chem. Erde 71, 1-20. [3] Veverka, J., et al.
(2010) Planetary Science Decadal Survey - Mission
Concept Study, App. G. [4] Weber, R. C, et al. (2020)
NASA/SP-202005009602. [5] Mitchell, J. L. et al.
(2019) Met. Soc. #6040.
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DEVELOPMENT OF MACHINE LEARNING ALGORITHMS TO SEGMENT AND STUDY IMAGES OF
ASTROMATERIAL SAMPLES. A.W. Needham1,2, M.D. Lambert1,2, J.I. Simon2, D.S. Ebel3, 1Jacobs (andrew.w.needham@nasa.gov), 2NASA Johnson Space Center, 3American Museum of Natural History

Introduction: Micrometer-scale chemical analyses of chondritic meteorites and mission-returned
asteroid samples can reveal details of the physical and
chemical processes operating in the early solar system,
including processes that gave rise to planets, moons,
and minor bodies. These primitive astromaterials are
comprised of chondrules, calcium- and aluminum-rich
inclusions (CAI), and many other silicates, oxides,
metals, sulfides, and fine-grained materials. The chemical and mineralogical complexity of these samples,
vast populations of different components, and heterogeneity across mm to km scales, all limit our understanding of the origin and evolution of these materials.
Here, we describe recent efforts to use machine
learning techniques to automate the segmentation of
chemical maps of chondritic meteorites, designed to
aid studies of asteroid samples returned by spacecraft.
By automating the task of segmentation it will become
possible to rapidly analyze and interpret the sizes,
shapes, mineralogy, chemistry, and other properties of
every chondrule, calcium- and aluminum-rich inclusion (CAI) and other clast within and between asteroid
samples. Sample return missions significantly accelerate and heighten the need to develop such new data
analysis techniques, and associated data repositories.
Techniques: Neural networks require abundant
training data, i.e. images which have been segmented
by a human user. We have manually segmented data
available from previous petrologic and chemical work
at NASA Johnson Space Center and the American Museum of Natural History [1-4]. These data were derived
from energy- and wavelength-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS, WDS) mapping of samples from many
chondrite groups.
The Deeplabv3+ [5] neural network architecture
was trained on human-labeled masks and used to create machine-labeled masks. Several different algorithms were investigated, with inputs ranging from
common RGB image formats through to hyperspectral
datasets, with raw data comprising greyscale maps of
Mg, Ca, and Al, with or without Si, Fe, Ti for both
EDS and WDS data, and extending to other elements
in EDS only. Each greyscale image was paired with a
binary mask for each labelled particle type.
Results: The trained algorithms can segment (Fig
1), classify, and measure the dimensions of thousands
of particles in chemical maps of a standard 1-inch
round petrographic section in seconds to minutes, rather than many hours needed by a human. Accuracy of

the algorithms varied from chondrite to chondrite and
across particle types. Further results and details of the
algorithms will be presented at the workshop.
Future directions: Machine learning has the po-

Figure 1. A false-color EDS map of Allende (left) with
Mg-Ca-Al mapped to RGB respectively. The machine
learning algorithm produced maps for each particle
type, including the chondrule map (right).

tential to revolutionize our understanding of complex
particle populations contained within primitive astromaterial, with segmentation being a critical first step.
Example applications include better understanding of
particle transport, nebular reservoirs, parent body accretion, and a deeper understanding of the relationships
between particle populations and bulk rock elemental
and isotopic compositions.
In addition to benefits that machine learning can
bring to individual researchers, building a community
data repository of thousands to millions of particles
across hundreds of samples will open up many other
possibilities. For example, with a large enough dataset
it will be possible to search for exceptionally closely
matching particles across disparate samples. Such a
capability would enable a single CAI from OSIRISREx or Hayabusa/II samples to be matched to chondritic CAIs that exhibit near-identical size, texture, and
mineralogy, down to the level of similar core phenocrysts, zonation, and rim sequences. Such comparative
analyses will help to disentangle precursor chemistry,
chronology, gas/dust reservoirs during heating, and
accretion. Such an endeavor would be impossible
without machine learning and a large community data
repository of astromaterial chemical/mineralogic maps.
References: [1] Ebel D.S. et al., (2016) GCA 172,
322-356. [2] Fendrich K.V. and Ebel D.S. (2020)
MAPS 56, 77-95 [3] Barosch J. et al. (2020) EPSL 542
116286 [4] Simon J.I. et al., (2018) EPSL 494, 69-82.
[5] Chen L.C., et al. (2018) ECCV 801-818.
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The Curatorial Database System for Hayabusa2-returned Samples from C-type near-Earth Asteroid Ryugu.
M. Nishimura1, T. Yada1, M. Abe1, A. Nakato1, K. Yogata1, A. Miyazaki1, K. Kumagai2, K. Hatakeda2, T. Okada1, Y.
Hitomi2, H. Soejima2, R. Sawada2, K. Nagashima1, K. Sakamoto1, T. Hayashi1, D. Yamamoto1, R. Fukai1, H.
Sugahara1, T. Usui1 and S. Tachibana1,3,1Inst. Space Astronaut. Sci. (ISAS), Japan Aerosp. Explor. Agency (JAXA),
Kanagawa 252-5210, Japan (nishimura.masahiro2@jaxa.jp), 2Marine Works Japan Ltd., Yokosuka 237-0063, Japan
3
UTOPS, Grad. Sch. Sci., Univ. Tokyo, Tokyo 113-0033, Japan
Introduction: The JAXA’s Hayabusa2 spacecraft
explored C-type near-Earth asteroid (162173) Ryugu
and successfully returned its reentry capsule on
December 6, 2020. Particles exceeding ~5 grams in total
were safely extracted from two sample chambers in the
clean chamber system dedicated to Ryugu samples [1,
2].
After a six-month preliminary examination without
exposure to the air by the JAXA Astromaterials
Research Group (ASRG), a part of Ryugu samples have
been studied by the initial analysis team led by the
Hayabusa2 project [3]. Some samples have also been
characterized by Phase-2 curation teams outside ASRG
[4].
The rest of the samples are continued to be
investigated in the clean chamber to be catalogued in a
curatorial database system (DBS), which will be
archived to the community in early 2022 for the
announcement of opportunity (AO). In this presentation,
we report the aim and features of the curatorial DBS for
Ryugu samples (Ryugu DBS) and the status of its
development.
Database and its construction timeline: The
Ryugu DBS has been designed and built to provide the
Ryugu sample catalog with the research community and
to help the researchers make the sample request through
the announcement of opportunity.
The concept design of the Ryugu DBS was made in
md 2019 based on lessons-learned from the operation of
DBS for Itokawa samples (Itokawa DBS) [5]. A
mockup was first made to check the web interface and
the user-friendliness of the system in early 2020. The
database system was then developed based on the
feedback from the mockup review in Oct. 2020. The
system has been used by limited members for further
feedback, and a major update was made once, A
supplemental system such as a data input system was
also developed. The Ryugu DBS is run using
opensource technologies, such as PHP, PostgresSQL,
and Apache, and data servers on Data ARchives and
Transmission System (DARTS) at ISAS/JAXA.
The Ryugu DBS provides the information on each
individual grain (typically larger than 1 mm along the
longest dimension) and on aggregate samples. Because
of the presence of large amount of fine particles (relative
to Itokawa particles), fine grains are planned to be
examined as an aggregate sample put in a single dish.

The basic information listed in the DBS includes
photomicrographs, weight, size, and spectroscopic data,
all of which are obtained in the clean chamber system
without exposure to the air. The spectroscopic data can
be downloaded with the CSV format. Along with such
basic information, the analysis history and data obtained
in previous analysis can also be found for each sample.
The data obtained by the project-led initial analysis and
that from curation work outside JAXA will also be
archived in the future.
When a sample was divided into multiple pieces,
each piece is recognized as a sub-piece, so that users can
easily find the relation among different samples in the
list.
The web interface has three different view modes:
Table style, Thumbnail style, and Detailed list style.
Users can select the view mode depending on their
purposes. The DBS also has a search function.
The final update of the Ryugu DBS prior to the
release is planned this winter to increase database fields,
to include more data obtained at ISAS/JAXA, and to
meet Digital Object Identifier (DOI) demands. The
release of the Ryugu DBS to the community will be in
early 2022.
Acknowledgments:
The Ryugu DBS was
developed by Youworks Co., Ltd. Servers of the Ryugu
DBS are being operated by Center for Science-satellite
Operation and Data Archive (C-SODA) at ISAS/JAXA.
References: [1] Tachibana S. et al. (2021) LPS,
XXXXXII, Abstract #1289. [2] Yada T. et al. (2021) LPS,
XXXXXII, Abstract #2008. [3] Tachibana S. et al. (2021)
submitting for Hayabusa 2021 symposium. [4] Ito M. et
al. (2021) submitting for Hayabusa 2021 symposium.
[5] Uesugi M et al. (2016) Journal of Space Science
Informatics Japan: Vol 5, 59-70.

Fig. 1. The web interface of the Ryugu DBS
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HIGH-RESOLUTION BACKSCATTERED ELECTRON AND X-RAY MAPS OF METEORITE SECTIONS.
R. C. Ogliore. Department of Physics, Washington University in St. Louis, St. Louis, MO 63130, USA.
Introduction: Hayabusa2 returned mm-sized and
larger stones from Ryugu that may possibly be prepared
in thin section. OSIRIS-REx will likely return stones
from Bennu at least this large that may also allow for
thin sections. One of the immediate questions concerning the returned Bennu and Ryugu samples will be: is
this material similar to any known meteorites? The closest analogs to Bennu and Ryugu will likely be the CI,
CM, and CY chondrites. Comparative asteroid mineralogy is most efficiently done with open meteorite data
sets.
The “first look” data that is most often critical for cosmochemists is a detailed mineralogic and petrographic
description of the sample. For a sample prepared as a
thin or thick section, backscattered electron and elemental maps acquired at the effective resolution limit for
these two modalities (50 nm/pixel and 2 µm/pixel, respectively) are critical for determining if a given sample
can answer a given scientific question. However, thin
sections of precious extraterrestrial samples are rare and
often difficult to acquire and expensive or logistically
challenging to analyze by FEG-SEM techniques. Here
I describe a technique to acquire BSE maps and the associated elemental maps of an entire one-inch section,
and display these maps conveniently online.
Methods: The meteorite section is mounted on a
large SEM stub with clips to ensure the sample does
not move during the long acquisition. A Tescan Mira3
FEG-SEM is tuned for optimal BSE image acquisition
at high magnification and 15–30 kV accelerating voltage. First, I acquire a “focus map” before the highresolution BSE acquisition. The x, y and working distance values for the full-resolution BSE scan are calculated from a coarse-grid map. These coordinates are fed
into a Matlab function that writes an acquisition file for
collection of the high-resolution BSE scan. Each individual tile in the full-resolution BSE scan is acquired as
a 16-bit BSE image in png format, 4096×4096 pixels,
200 µm field of view, and 2–4 µs/pixel dwell time.
We then re-optimize the SEM conditions for X-ray
acquisition (higher beam current, 15 mm working distance). We acquire a new focus map and write a multifield X-ray acquisition file using Matlab. We acquire a
512×400 pixel images over a 1024×800 µm field of
view (2 µm/pixel). It takes 5–10 days to acquire Xray maps over the entire thin section using the 30-mm2
EDAX SDD X-ray detector on our SEM.
Individual images are then assembled using a Matlab script. Identifying features in the overlap regions
of neighboring images are found using detectBRISKFeatures which uses uses the Binary Robust Invariant

Scalable Keypoints algorithm to detect multi-scale corner features. Neighboring images are matched using a
similarity transformation matrix.
The list of transformations for each image (relative to
an origin image) is then fed to a Python script which
uses vips, a demand-driven, horizontally threaded image processing library, to apply the transformation and
brightness corrections, and assemble the tiles into the
final mosaic. The BSE and registered X-ray maps are
saved as dzi image pyramids (BSE mosaics are >100
gigapixels in size). These images can be viewed seamlessly (panning and zooming) online using OpenSeaDragon, with javascript code that allows for easy switching between BSE and X-ray maps. Various tools are
added to the web display of the image, including a scale
bar. Each field-of-view has a unique url so the positions
of interesting features can be recorded and shared with
colleagues.

Figure 1: BSE image (top) and Ca-Al-Si RGB image of
a portion of a 160 gigapixel image of Acfer 182 (CH3).
50 µm scale bar is visible at lower-left
Example Images and Source Code: Example images are available: https://presolar.physics.wustl.edu/
meteorite-deep-zoom/. Source code is: https://github.
com/ogliore/DeepZoomSEM. Techniques are described
in detail: https://doi.org/10.1029/2021EA001747.
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ASTROMATERIAL DATABASES FROM TWO PERSPECTIVES: USER AND CURATOR | LESSONS
LEARNED FROM THE CURRENT STATE OF METEORITE DATA REPORTING AND DATABASE
CURATION. A. Ostroverkhova1, S. M. Morrison1, J. Mays2, A. Johansson2, L. Profeta2, K. Lehnert2, 1Earth and
Planets Laboratory, Carnegie Institution for Science, 5241 Broad Branch Road, NW, Washington, DC, USA
2
Lamont-Doherty Earth Observatory, Palisades, NY, USA.
Introduction: The coming era of new space exploration opportunities (samples return missions), expanding and establishing analytical technology, as well as
the application of data science and machine learning,
provides challenges and opportunities for data curation. Here, we present data curation considerations
related to meteorites as they are currently the most
available extraterrestrial material, but the findings here
will inform data curation of future return missions and
other astromaterials.
Meteorite databases and datasets: One of the
biggest challenges at this moment is the lack of access
and fragmentation of astromaterial data. A few data
projects are available for specific types of data, such as
meteorites – MetBase [1], the Astromaterials Data System [2], presolar grain database [3-4], ChondriteDB for
matrix, chondrules, and clasts [5]. Datasets related to
museum collections exist, but are often not publicly
available. Numerous personally-collected datasets for
projects and PhD theses reside on personal websites or
hard drives – not only are they not located in a centralized place, but they are often hard to find or entirely
inaccessible. Some of these data overlap, which raises
questions about coordination and cooperation for any
new or ongoing projects in order to avoid duplication
of effort.
Data in publications: Scientific articles are the
primary sources of original data to the above databases. Currently, most data uploading is done with
human assistance, while machine reading could provide a much more efficient upload rate. Unfortunately,
some format features are making machine reading difficult to impossible. For example, converting data tables to graphical formats (JPG, JPEG) dramatically
reduces their extractability. For older, non-digitized
publications, paper and scan quality can pose challenges to data recovery.
Data reporting and storage: Meteorite names can
be reported in slightly different ways over time (e.g.,
ALH-ALHA, using letters from different languages).
Former meteorite names can be correlated to their upto-date counterparts and thereby signify belonging of
meteorites to a particular classification. Data curators
and authors can follow The Meteoritical Bulletin Database for the latest naming conventions [6].
Recording of the sample source/name and ID number(s) is particularly important for reusable samples

such as thin sections. Ideally, data curators would preserve this information and make it searchable for users.
Likewise, the author’s practice should be to provide
this data in the methods section or directly in tables
containing analysis results.
Reporting averages can have a few complications,
including: not providing the number of analyses and/or
samples; lack of specification of which samples were
used (if few different meteorites were analyzed). Keeping detailed records of averages and their components
is critical for database curation. For authors, including
unaveraged data as supplementary material would help
with reproducibility.
Description and classification of analyzed material
can dramatically increase data reusability. Descriptions
can include texture, classification of sub material (e.g.,
chondrules and CAI types), and any distinctive features. It is crucial for data curators to preserve as many
details as possible (especially in the case of destructive
analytical methods). Despite the lack of systematization, authors can still provide functional classification
(e.g., texture description for chondrule and Type I/II
segregation) to help fill this gap.
The graphical information (e.g., SEM images, elemental maps) is an information-rich part of extraterrestrial samples. These help with classification, interpretation of alteration processes, and understanding the
origin of different components. Currently, none of the
major databases provide the means to store graphical
data. For future planning and information preservation,
authors can preserve images as metadata with coordinates (spots for SEM, LA-ICPMS, NanoSIMS analysis), using software like Gigapixel.
Conclusion: Astromaterials data is multifaceted
and heterogeneous, and additionally is formatted not
only as text and numerical but also as graphical and
geographical. Creating and following guidelines for
astromaterials data is a complex endeavor, but one that
ensure the maximization and preservation of these fundamental and precious data.
References: [1] MetBase. http://www.metbase.org/
sites/Metbase_GUI_new. Accessed 9/1/21. [2] Lehnert
et al. (2020) EPSC, 918. [3] Hynes & Gyngard (2009)
LPSC, 40, 1198. [4] Stephan et al. (2020) LPSC, 51,
2140. [5] Hezel et al. (2018) Geochem., 78, 1, 1-14.
[6] Piskorski et al. (2013) [6] The Meteoritical Bulletin. https://www.lpi.usra.edu/meteor/ Accessed 9/1/21.
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PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF NEAR-EARTH OBJECTS AND METEORITES ONLINE DATABASE. D.
R. Ostrowski1,2 and J. Dotson2, 1Bay Area Environmental Research Institute, Ames Research Center, Moffett Field,
CA, USA, 2NASA Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, CA, USA.
Introduction: Data about asteroids and meteorites
are an essential resource to the planetary science and
planetary defense communities. Asteroid Threat
Assessment Project (ATAP) at NASA ARC has built
the near-Earth Object Properties online database
(neoproperties.arc.nasa.gov) to provide an easily
accessible repository of aggregated data about meteorite
and asteroid properties. The focus of the recorded data
is on physical properties relevant to asteroid threat
assessment but can be useful for other planetary science
studies.
The meteorite data set contains one or more
measurements of over 900 meteorites and more than
2300 unique samples. Tabulated physical properties
include densities, porosity, acoustic velocity, elastic
mechanical properties, electrical resistivity, magnetic
susceptibility, and thermal properties. The database
includes taxonomies for about 690 NEOs and thermally
determined diameter for close to 2300 NEOs.
A literature-based mapping between asteroid
taxonomic classes and related meteorite classes is
provided. This consolidated database can be used to
support investigations into the properties of single
asteroids and their likely meteorite analogs as well as
facilitating analyses of the properties of the overall nearEarth asteroid population.
Asteroid Diameter and Albedos: Values of the
diameter and geometric albedo (pv) derived from
thermal infrared measurements for 2348 Near Earth
Asteroids (NEAs) have been aggregated from the
resources shown in the reference table. In the situation
where there is more than one measurement for a specific
asteroid, if eta was allowed to vary (rather than be
assumed), the resulting values of D and pv were chosen
as the preferred values. Otherwise, the value with the
highest precision was chosen [1,2,3,4,5].
Meteorite Physical Properties:
Over 1000
measurements of bulk density, grain density, porosity
and magnetic susceptibility are included. Other
properties generally have ~ 100 or fewer measurements.
The meteorite names and types in the neoproperties
database are consistent with standards set by the
Meteoritical Society. While the bulk of meteorites in the
database are Ordinary Chondrites, numerous other types
are represented [6].

Figure 1. Number of measurements of each physical
parameter (A). The distribution by meteorite type (B).
Connecting Asteroids and Meteorites: Meteorite
classes are preceded by a "c:" and meteorite groups are
preceded by a "g:". Asteroid complexes (&) are mapped
to meteorite classes and/or groups based on
identifications from the literature. The derived rules are
shown in Table 1: Mapping between asteroids
complexes and meteorite/groups.

Acknowledgments: This work was funded by
NASA’s Planetary Defense Coordination Office
(PDCO) and is conducted under the Asteroid Threat
Assessment Project at NASA Ames Research Center.
References: [1] Ali-Lagoa V. et al. (2017)
Astronomy & Astrophysics, 612, id.A85. [2] Delbo M.
(2006) NASA Planetary Data System. [3] Mainzer A.K.
et al. (2016) NASA Planetary Data System. [4] Thomas
C.A. et al. (2014) Icarus, 228, 217-246. [5] Trilling D.E.
et al. (2016) Astronomical Journal, 152, 10pp. [6]
Ostrowski D. and Bryson K. (201) Planetary and Space
Science, 165, 148-178.
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FAIR Samples for Open Astromaterials Science. S. Ramdeen1 and K.A. Lehnert, Lamont-Doherty Earth
Observatory, Columbia University, Palisades, NY, USA. 1 sramdeen@ldeo.columbia.edu
Introduction: Material samples, collected and
September 2021, 9.8 million samples have been
curated with substantial investments of public funds,
registered with IGSN. Current users include: the
are critical resources for research in the Earth &
Smithsonian Institution, the US Department of Energy,
Planetary Sciences. Today’s Open Science paradigm
US core repositories, and the International Continental
requires these samples to be Findable, Accessible,
Drilling Program. The IGSN is recommended by
Interoperable, and Reusable (FAIR) [1] so that they
publishers as a Best Practice for sample citation. In
remain valuable for future research. The IGSN is a
September 2021, the IGSN entered a partnership with
sample identifier that enables FAIR samples,
DataCite [3] to ensure sustainable and reliable services
addressing the two fundamental requirements: 1.
for a growing, multi-disciplinary membership.
Persistent and globally unique identification of objects.
Relevance to Sample Return Missions
2. Consistent and machine-actionable metadata
Astromaterial samples will be some of the most
describing the object.
expensive samples to ever be collected and will be
SESAR, the System for Earth Sample Registration,
considered irreplaceable. It will be important to track
provides services for the registration of samples with
actions taken on these samples such as subsampling,
IGSN. Since 2016, SESAR curators have worked with
analytical measurements, and publication of data to
staff from the Johnson Space Center to map SESAR
preserve the provenance. IGSN is designed to provide
sample metadata fields to the Lunar Curation Database
such support. For example, capturing relationships
in order to facilitate the registration of NASA’s Apollo
between a sample and subsample (parent-child),
Lunar samples [2] and to explore registration of
documenting samples which have been exhausted
meteorite specimens with IGSN. In this presentation
(destructive sampling), and as mentioned providing a
we will review the value of IGSN and how it may be
connection between analytical and research papers
used for the astromaterials captured during sample
which relate to the sample by providing a unique,
return missions, and the outcomes of our lunar sample
persistent, resolvable identifier which be used
metadata mapping.
regardless of where or how the research is conducted.
IGSN: The IGSN is a persistent and globally
Lunar Sample Mapping to SESAR metadata
unique identifier, designed specifically for material
requirements: In 2016, curators and staff from NASA
samples. It uses the handle system to link (“resolve”)
and SESAR reviewed the SESAR metadata fields for
to a web page (“landing page”) with the information
use in registering Lunar samples with IGSN [2]. The
about the sample. The IGSN is operated and governed
main findings from this effort were that controlled
by an international non-profit organization, the IGSN
vocabularies in SESAR would need to be expanded to
e.V., that ensures the uniqueness of the IGSN. Its
support the unique needs of astromaterials. This
members act as agents, who register IGSNs on behalf
includes adding Moon/planetary object types, lunar
of their users at the central IGSN registry.
rock classifications, space related sample collection
Benefits of the IGSN
methods, and expanding age ranges to include billions
of years (Ga). Changes are also necessary in SESAR’s
 The IGSN makes it possible to track a sample
location metadata fields to support non Earth
from ‘birth to cradle’ (collection to archive) and
coordinate systems and datums. In order to make these
on its path through many analytical labs, and
adjustments, community input is required. SESAR
allows linking to subsamples at any level of
will need a list of community approved terms for the
hierarchy.
fields which need modification.
 The IGSN allows one to unambiguously cite a
Conclusions: The IGSN is a well-established,
sample, enabling previously impossible linking of
globally used identifier system for samples that can be
samples to data and publications, and the
applied to astromaterials specimens, both previously
gathering of metrics about sample use to give
collected and those being captured as part of the
credit to curators and repositories.
sample return missions.
 Use of the IGSN makes it possible to link and
References:
integrate sample-based observations across data
[1] Wilkinson, M. Dumontier, M. Aalbersberg, I. et
systems, and paves the road toward advanced data
al.
(2016)
Sci
Data
3,
160018.
mining of sample-based data.
https://doi.org/10.1038/sdata.2016.18. [2] Todd N.S.
Current members of the IGSN e.V. include national
(1996) AGU Fall Meeting Abstracts, 2016, Abstract#
geological surveys and organizations and universities
PA51B-2270. [3] Buys M. and Lehnert K. A. (2021)
in the US, Europe, Australia, Africa and Asia. As of
DataCite Blog, https://doi.org/10.5438/thhf-kx17.
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Documentation of destructive analyses on thin sections in the US Antarctic meteorite collection. K. Righter1,
S.J. Wentworth2, R.S. Harrington3, and N.G. Lunning1; 1Mailcode XI2, NASA Johnson Space Center, 2101 NASA
Parkway, Houston, TX 77058; kevin.righter-1@nasa.gov, 2Hepco, Inc., 1500 Bay Area Blvd, Apt X329, Houston,
TX 77058; 3Jacobs-JETS, 2101 NASA Parkway, Houston, TX 77058.
Introduction: Detailed studies and analytical
measurements are commonly made using thin sections
of rocks affixed with epoxy to a slide. Thin sections
[1,2] are a convenient medium in which to study rocks
and meteorites, and fit into sample holders compatible
with many instruments. Thin sections can also be used
multiple times by different researchers, and many
meteorite thin sections from the US Antarctic
meteorite collection, have been utilized by 5 to 6
researchers over their 40 year lifetime. Thin sections
are thus a scientifically valuable resource that must be
preserved, documented and conserved over time.
Analytical capabilities for meteorite and other
sample studies have progressed extensively in the last
20 years, including many different kinds of analysis of
high spatial resolution on thin sections.
The
progression to analysis on small samples has provided
new and efficient ways to characterize samples while
also preserving more material for future generations to
study. While the development of analytical tools has
expanded, many of these analyses are destructive in the
sense that small pits or holes or other effects of the
analysis are created on the thin sections. Preserving
material for future generations thus requires recording
the effects of multiple analyses on thin sections.
Here we describe the process used for documenting
the effects of various analyses on thin sections in the
US Antarctic meteorite collection.
Destructive analytical techniques: A multitude
of new techniques has become available and utilized in
the sample science community for nearly 20 years.
Some techniques are not necessarily new, but have
destructive effects such as micro-coring, microdrilling, or ion milling. Laser Ablation ICP-MS
analyses produce circular holes (15 to 200 microns
depending on conditions, elements, etc.) or lines or
even rastered patterns on sections that can render some
grains or sample area un-analyzable for future studies.
Secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) produces
small circular or elongate pits or spots that can be up to
15 microns in diameter. Nano-SIMS analyses are
smaller and shallower but also leave depressions where
material has been sputtered off the surface by the
primary beam of O or Cs. Focused ion beam sample
preparations are high precision targeted sample
removal of variable size, but typical TEM or
nanoSIMS liftouts can be ~ 10 microns x 15 microns
(or smaller). All of these techniques leave their mark
on the sample, and when the analysis has been

completed needs to be documented so that curation
staff can know whether a future requestor can use the
sample for specific analyses or not.
Recording effects on sections: In 2003, in
recognition of this growing trend of analysis of thin
sections, the Meteorite Working Group and US
Antarctic Meteorite Curators devised a short form to
be required of researchers who carry out destructive
analysis on thin sections. This form, title/numbered
MF76 following the Apollo F76 for documenting
destructive effects on Apollo samples, is a one page
form with associated image or images showing the
effects of destructive analyses on the section loaned.
The form requests the following information: thin
section number, analytical technique used (and
location of lab), primary beam used (if SIMS), what
phases affected, how many analyses per phase. The
latter is asked to allow assessment of how many
analyzable phases remaining for future studies.
Examples: We will present several examples of
destructive analyses on our thin sections, and how
those effects were documented for our database,
including QUE 97008 unequilibrated ordinary
chondrite (hundreds of SIMS analyses), MIL 03346
nakhlite (TEM ion milling and FIN liftouts), MIL
05035 (lunar gabbro) (LA-ICP-MS by 2 different PIs),
EET 79001 (FIB liftouts on lithology C), GRA 95229
(nano-SIMS analyses and FIB liftouts from matrix
areas), and QUE 97001 (microcoring and LA-ICP-MS
by two different PIs). We also discuss allocation of the
same section of QUE 94201 to multiple PIs for many
different analytical measurements between 1995 and
the present.
Future improvements: The documentation we
utilize is really the minimum required to get the basic
information of what phases were destroyed and what
remain for future analysis. There are many ways it
could be improved, and these would require additional
staffing and other resources (analytical time, software
development, etc.) to implement more broadly.
Individual datasets are added to the documentation but
are static and can’t currently be cross compared
spatially on imagery for a section, for example.
Having this capability would allow textural context for
sections that have multiple datasets.
References: 1] Righter K. et al. (2015) 35 Seasons
of U.S. Antarctic Meteorites. AGU/Wiley Sp. Pub. 68:
43-64. [2] Harrington R. & Righter K. (2017) Annual
MetSoc 80, Abstract #6304.
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PDS GEOSCIENCES NODE SUPPORT OF ASTROMATERIALS DATA ARCHIVING AND DISCOVERY.
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Brookings Drive, CB 1169, St. Louis, MO 63130, tstein@wustl.edu, arvidson@wustl.edu, guinness@wustl.edu,
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Introduction: The Planetary Data System (PDS)
Geosciences Node [1] actively supports astromaterials
archiving and data discovery tasks. We have developed
an astromaterials-specific extension to PDS4 data dictionary as part of our work with providers archiving related datasets. The Spectral Library [2] has data from
meteorite and lunar samples. The Analyst’s Notebook
(AN) [3] for Perseverance Rover will include initial reports and dossiers of collected samples and is positioned
to support sample return data for future lunar missions.
Astromaterials Data Archiving: The Geosciences
Node of the NASA Planetary Data System (pdsgeosciences.wustl.edu) archives planetary science data
from missions to Mercury, Venus, Mars, and the Earth’s
Moon, and from individual investigators funded by
NASA data analysis programs.
The Astromaterials Local Data Dictionary (LDD) is
an extension to the PDS4 information model, tailored
specifically to enable comprehensive descriptions of astromaterials data and accompanying documents for long
term archival. This data dictionary, created by the Geosciences Node, is designed with the needs of future missions and studies in mind, specifically enabling data relations and descriptions pertaining to astromaterials
sample metadata such as collection/recovery year,
origin, and relation to other relevant materials.
We currently are working with multiple data providers in support of astromaterials data archiving. The AstroMaterials PDS Archive, currently in peer review,
contains data from the AstroMaterials Data System geochemistry database of laboratory data acquired from
samples curated in the Astromaterials Collection at the
Johnson Space Center (JSC) [4]. The database is accessible at www.astromat.org.
In addition, we are working with the Astromaterials
3D team at JSC to archive their collection of high resolution photographs, X-ray computed tomography
(XCT) slices, and 3D models of Apollo samples [5]
(ares.jsc.nasa.gov/astromaterials3d).
The Node archive contains bidirectional reflectance
distribution function data for six Apollo soil samples
measured at the Bloomsbury University Goniometer
laboratory [6] (pds-geosciences.wustl.edu/missions/
labdata/apollobug.htm).
Data Discovery with the Spectral Library: The
Spectral Library (pds-speclib.rsl.wustl.edu) is a data
discovery tool for Reflectance Experiment LABoratory
(RELAB) data archived at the Geosciences Node archive, including visible and infrared spectra for 2075

meteorite and lunar samples.
Mars 2020 Sample Initial Reports and Dossiers
in the Analyst’s Notebook: Perseverance Rover has
cached 4 of 43 potential sample tubes to date for return
to Earth. As part of each sample collection, the mission
science team prepares an initial report and a dossier containing a rich collection of key information needed to
understand the rationale and immediate scientific context for that sample. Initial reports and dossiers will be
captured in the PDS archive and incorporated in the Perseverance Rover Analyst’s Notebook (an.rsl.wustl.edu)
to be released this fall.
The Notebook for Perseverance also will contain
daily documentarian and mission lead reports that provide a view into science operations—insight into why
and how particular observations were acquired. Reports
are edited only for grammar and spelling, and removal
of spacecraft and instrument sensitive content. Additional Notebook components include the peer-reviewed,
publicly available data delivered by the instrument
teams; documentation describing context for the observations, processing methodology, and data formats; a
surface operations historical overview; observation targets; and interactive rover traverse map.
Lunar Samples in the Apollo AN: Images of samples collected from Apollo missions 11, 12, 14, 15, 16,
and 17 are available in the Apollo Notebook, along with
annotated images, location maps, reference documents,
and searchable traverse maps.
Conclusion: With a growing number of missions
poised to perform in situ measurements and return samples for further analysis, the PDS Geosciences Node is
committed to supporting astromaterials community data
archive and discovery requirements. Future Notebooks
are planned for the VIPER and Dragonfly missions, and
the collection of spectral data will continue to grow with
new archive submissions.
References:
[1] Slavney, S. et al. (2021), 5th Planetary Data and
PSIDA 2021, Abstract #7035.
[2] Scholes, D. et al. (2021), 5th Planetary Data and
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Introduction: Material samples are the most basic
form of data about the natural environment. Their
collection and study underpin knowledge that is
fundamental for both basic science and for building a
resilient society that meets sustainable development
goals locally and globally. Unfortunately, harnessing
today’s samples and sample-based data for tomorrow’s
scientific research and societal applications is severely
limited, largely because samples and associated data are
often difficult to find, access, integrate, and reuse.
Samples and their associated data are rarely FAIR [1]
and are often siloed within the discipline or project for
which they were collected. This presentation describes
two related projects that aim to enhance the natural
science value chain encompassing sampling events,
processing of samples for scientific analyses in multiple
laboratories, and storage of the resulting materials and
data in diverse and distributed collections, databases,
and repositories. Both the Sampling Nature Research
Coordination Network (RCN) and the Internet of
Samples (iSamples) are built on the premise that core
elements of sample data management are discipline
agnostic and that sample-related data can be valuable
beyond the purpose for which they were collected.
Sampling Nature: The Sampling Nature RCN aims
to accelerate sample-based scientific research involving
diverse stakeholders across broad societal benefit areas
including health, energy, and sustainability. The RCN
brings together researchers from multiple disciplines
through a series of workshops and outreach activities, as
well as a website and discussion forum. Four working
groups focusing on standards, policy, training
materials, and long-tail research collections will
contribute to RCN deliverables. By supporting the
development, promotion, and implementation of
community-driven metadata standards and data policies
across domains, Sampling Nature RCN tackles
provenance, compliance, and auditing challenges that
limit the reuse of material samples. By engaging
multiple stakeholders, including local and Indigenous
communities, government agencies, and industry,
Sampling Nature RCN seeks to maximize broader
impacts of material samples and to disseminate best
practices in sample and data stewardship.
iSamples: To coordinate community-building
efforts with technical development, Sampling Nature is

working closely with the iSamples project [2]. iSamples
is a standards-based collaboration to uniquely,
consistently, and conveniently identify material
samples, record core metadata about them, and link
them to other samples, data, and research products such
as datasets and published literature. iSamples extends
existing infrastructure and best practices in data
stewardship
to
render
a
cross-domain
cyberinfrastructure that enables transdisciplinary
research, discovery, and reuse of material samples in
21st century natural science. iSamples has two primary
components: iSamples-Central is a central discovery
and resolution service (search interface on the web and
API) for any community that wishes to participate;
iSamples-in-a-Box deliverd distributed infrastructure
early in the data production chain with an emphasis on
the needs of specific research domains. An iSamples-ina-Box instance is a stand-alone system that enables
creation of identifiers and associated metadata, retrieval
of the sample information, updates to the sample
metadata, sample identifier resolution, and discovery of
samples. iSamples-Central is designed as a permanent
Internet service that preserves and indexes sample
metadata to ensure reliable discovery and retrieval. It
provides a gateway between iSamples-in-a-Box
instances and identifier authorities to ensure that remote
iSamples-in-a-Box content is fully synchronized with
the relevant authorities. iSamples infrastructure is
identifier agnostic, although initial use cases focus on
globally unique, persistent, and resolvable, identifiers
including International Geo-Sample Numbers (IGSN)
[4] and Archival Resource Keys (ARK) [5]
Conclusion: iSamples and Sampling Nature already
have substantial buy-in from the life sciences, EarthSciences, and archaeo- and anthropological research
communities. Extension to extraterrestrial samples is a
natural fit that could benefit the Astromaterials Data
Management community.
Acknowledgments: U.S. National Science
Foundation Award numbers: Sampling Nature:
2129268, iSamples: 2004839, 2004562, 2004642, and
2004815.
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Introduction: Beginning in September 2023, the
OSIRIS-REx mission will have 2 years of exclusive
access to the sample returned from asteroid (101955)
Bennu [1]. During this time, measurements of the
returned sample must be coordinated using an approach
that involves close to 50 analytical techniques applied
in dozens of laboratories across the world. Curation will
be handled by NASA’s Johnson Space Center (JSC).
The Sample Analysis Micro Information System
(SAMIS) is a comprehensive data management system
being built at the University of Arizona to streamline
sample tracking and data processing [4]. A unique
component of SAMIS is the use of geographic
information system (GIS) tools and techniques to
automate 2D spatial data registration and visualization
of datasets produced by the JSC curation facility and
mission scientists.
Using and Adapting GIS: Leveraging traditional
GIS, SAMIS data is housed in a Postgres database with
PostGIS extension enabled, providing access to
hundreds of built-in spatial functions and operations.
The database connects to commercial online data
visualization software from Environmental Systems
Research Institute (ESRI). SAMIS processes spatial
data into industry-standard formats, such as shapefiles
and rasters with spatial auxiliary files, effectively
making SAMIS data compatible with GIS tools.
SAMIS also includes customizations that adapt
traditional GIS to the microscopic level. A valuable
adaptation is how samples will be processed during
preliminary examination at JSC such that SAMIS can
treat each sample mount (e.g., thin section) as its own
map and coordinate system.
Ahead of sample
distribution, each sample mount will have fiducial
markers (both macro- and microscopic) strategically
and permanently etched onto it [2]. These fiducials
ensure consistent sample orientation in the instruments
and are also used as tie-points in the automated spatial
registration process. The overview images submitted to
SAMIS of each mount become the basis for defining
that mount’s coordinate system and serve as basemap
imagery in the visualization tool.
Automated Spatial Data Registration: When
analytical data are submitted to SAMIS, they are
automatically registered to the sample mount’s
basemap. Automatic spatial data registration transpires
in two main steps: 1) registration in the instrument

coordinate frame, and 2) transformation from the
instrument to the basemap coordinate frame.
Registration in the instrument coordinate frame uses the
spatial data and coordinate systems that are built in to a
given instrument and only requires scaling and shifting
pixel coordinates. Transformation to the basemap
coordinate frame uses tie-point pixel locations in both
the basemap coordinate frame and the instrument
coordinate frame as inputs in a 1st Order Polynomial
(Affine) Transformation to complete registration [3].
Spatial Data Visualization: Spatially registered
data in SAMIS are automatically viewable in ESRI’s
ArcGIS online Map Tool, accessible through SAMIS’s
desktop application [4]. The Map Tool includes a userfriendly data gallery that allows users to query and pull
up a complete set of spatially registered data for a given
sample. The Map Tool includes basic capabilities such
as data layering, zooming/panning, measuring, and
coordinate location, as well as advanced operations to
alter data or perform further analysis. Tables and graphs
are also viewable through the Map Tool, making it easy
to investigate a sample with full context and generate
custom maps and graphics for presentations and papers.
Conclusion: SAMIS uses tools and techniques that
are well established in traditional GIS but novel in the
field of microscopy. Marrying the two fields will result
in unprecedented access to comprehensive microscopy
datasets acquired across a large, distributed team. By
combining custom components with industry standards,
SAMIS will bridge the gap between the limited
opportunity OSIRIS-REx has to analyze the sample of
Bennu and long-term data accessibility outside of the
SAMIS environment.
Acknowledgments: The National Aeronautics and
Space Administration supported this work under
Contract NNM10AA11C issued through the New
Frontiers Program. We are grateful to the entire
OSIRIS-REx Team for making the encounter with
Bennu possible.
References: [1] Lauretta, D. S., et al. (2021) in
Sample Return Missions, ed. Longobardo, A. (Elsevier),
163–194. . [2] Tikoff, B., et al. (2019) Journal of
Structural Geology, 125, 226-234. [3] Mohammadian,
S., et al. (2019) Scientific Reports, 9:3211. [4] Bennett,
C. A., et al. (2021) in Astromaterials Data Management
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Introduction: As previously reported, Hayabusa2
spacecraft accomplished touchdown sampling on the
surface of near-Earth C-type asteroid 162173 Ryugu in
Feb. and Jul. 2019 and returned the recovered regolith
samples to the Earth in Dec. 2020 [1,2]. The reentry
capsule containing the asteroid’s samples landed on the
ground of the Woomera Prohibited Area (WPA) in
South Australia. It was immediately recovered by the
Recovery Operation team to be transported to Quick
Look Facility (QLF) in the WPA. As the samples were
enclosed into the metallically-sealed container, volatile
components in the container were recovered with the
GAs Extraction and Analysis system in the QLF. Then
the container was packed to transported to Japan by air.
Sample Extraction Procedures: As the sample
container was transported into cleanroom of JAXA
Sagamihara campus, it was disassembled for removing
unnecessary parts without its bottom part and an inner
lid, and cleaned on its outer surface. Then the container
was introduced into a clean chamber and evacuated to
high vacuum condition. The container was unclosed in
the chamber in vacuo and a sample catcher was
extracted from the container. As shown in Fig. 1, the
sample catcher is composed of three chambers (A, B and
C) and a rotation cylinder [3] and samples in the
chamber A should be those obtained by the 1st
touchdown and those in the Chamber C should be
recovered by the 2nd one. In the vacuum condition, the
chamber A of the catcher was opened and a few particles
were removed from the chamber in the vacuum
condition. Then the catcher was transferred to the clean
chambers of purified nitrogen condition, to be handled
for sample recovery from the catcher. The catcher was
dismantled to recover samples from each chamber into
sapphire dishes, which are recognized as “bulk samples”
of each chamber.
Initial descriptions for the Ryugu samples: Then
initial descriptions for the “bulk samples” of each
chamber were done in the purified nitrogen condition.
They were observed with a stereomicroscope and
measured for their weights with a balance. Then they
were analyzed with a Fourier transform infrared

spectrometer (FT-IR) for their infrared spectra. They
were also analyzed with a MicrOmega, an infrared
imager comparable to the onboard instrument on the
MASCOT lander of Hayabusa2 [4]. They were also
measured with an optical microscopic imaging through
six filters, compatible with the ONC-T camera of
Hayabusa2, onboard instrument of Hayabusa2 [5]. Then
individual particles are handpicked from the bulk
samples into sapphire dishes for individual particles
using a vacuum tweezer. The individual particles
experience initial descriptions in the same manner as the
bulk samples, which are now ongoing and to be
continued for several years.
Sample Catalog and Distributions: Those
obtained data for bulk and individual Ryugu samples are
archived to the Hayabusa2 sample database [6]. The
database for the Ryugu samples will be in public in near
future, to be in use for researchers applying for
announcement of opportunity (AO), which will start in
early 2022.
References: [1] Tachibana S. et al. (2021) LPS,
XXXXXII, Abstract #1289. [2] Yada T. et al. (2021) LPS,
XXXXXII, Abstract #2008. [3] Sawada H. et al. (2017)
Space Sci. Rev. 208, 81–106. [4] Bibring J.-P. et al
(2017) Space Sci. Rev. 208, 401-412. [5] Sugita S. et al.
(2020) Science 364, eaaw0422. [6] Nishimura M. et al.
(2021), this meeting.

Fig. 1. A schematic viewgraph of a sample catcher of Hayabusa2,
modified from Fig. 13 of Sawada et al. (2017) [3]. The 1st touchdown
sampling was done in the (1) condition so that samples in the chamber A
should be obtained by the 1st touchdown. The catcher was in the (3)
condition when the 2nd one, as samples in the chamber C should be
obtained by the 2nd touchdown.
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TX, 77058, 2Rutgers University, 610 Taylor Road, Piscataway 08854.
Overview: The Astromaterials Acquisition and Curation Office at NASA – Johnson Space Center (hereafter the Curation Office) is the past, present, and future
home of NASA’s astromaterials sample collections [1].
Over the past 50 years, the curation office has accumulated a huge volume of data and enormous variety of
data types across 9 extant sample collections: Apollo,
Luna, Antarctic Meteorites, Cosmic Dust, Microparticle Impacts, Genesis, Stardust – Cometary, Stardust –
Interstellar, and Hayabusa. Additionally, data collection has already begun for future sample return missions
such as Hayabusa2, OSIRIS REx, Mars2020, and Artemis. We are also increasingly incorporating modern instrumentation in the curation process, such as 3D laser
scanning, high resolution precision photography
(HRPP), X-ray computed tomography (XCT), mapping
raman, and soon benchtop X-ray fluorescence (XRF).
This abstract will discuss: (1) the types of legacy
data we have and efforts to modernize that data and present it to the public (where appropriate); (2) emerging
high-volume data sets and the unique challenges they
represent; (3) our efforts to work with our colleagues in
the community to cross-reference our data with similar
data preservation efforts. This abstract will focus
largely on the Apollo collection, but much of what is
said here is broadly applicable across all of our collections, though each current collection [2], future collection [3], and instrument [4] has its own unique challenges.
Existing Sample Data: As soon as the Apollo samples came back, data acquisition on the samples began.
This includes a complete record of the sample processing history of each of the 2196 Apollo samples.
These “Data Packs” are hard-copy mixed media documents that contain >50,000 official NASA sample photos, type-written instructions, hand-written notes,
sketches, annotated polaroid photos (~40,000), etc.
There are over 300 shelf feet of Data Packs. In addition
to the record of what has happened to the samples while
in NASA possession, there is also a fairly comprehensive record of the sample history after they are allocated, in the form of over 3300 sample requests and
57,000 sample history reports. Beyond the sample data,
there is a record of the environment that the samples
have been stored and processed in, including: (1) facility and laboratory schematics and documents of the
original lunar receiving lab and the current lunar sample
facility (stretching back to the mid-1960s); and (2) a
limited record of the lab cleanliness (e.g., particle
counts) and the cleanliness of the other materials that

come into contact with the samples (e.g., N2 gas composition including isotopes; UPW composition; Lab
temperature/humidity/pressure, etc.). Recently, the
Apollo samples have undergone a retroactive preliminary examination (PE), at least in part. Modern non- or
minimally-destructive techniques, especially HRPP
and XCT, have been applied to portions of the collection [5,6], and increasingly being used as part of the
day-to-day curation efforts [4].
Publicly served Data: Since the earliest Apollo
days, efforts to catalog and summarize the information
about Apollo samples have been captured in the form of
sample catalogs [7], and more recently online compendia (collections of important sample information
gleaned from the scientific literature [8]) and online catalogs of sample images and characteristics [9].
External Partners: In addition to data sets that are
wholly or primarily the bailiwick of curation to preserve
and present to the public, there are also efforts that we
try to provide support for, either by providing advice
and sample numbers [10] or through access to the underlying data on the public websites [11]. Similarly the
curation office is actively working with multiple PDS
nodes to make large volumes of image and instrument
data available to the public.
Moving Forward: “Old” analog data sets are invaluable and need to be properly captured and preserved
for future use. Even data sets that cannot be made publicly available (like sample requests) play an important
internal role in better preserving a collection. There is
more to preserving these data sets than simply scanning
them, however. Without proper indexing of the data
through some combination of handwriting recognition,
machine learning, and brute force labelling, their usefulness is limited. Similarly, ensuring that the data format used to preserve the data are long lasting is key.
Finding ways to make the sample environment data
available to the community is an important future step.
Redesigning and modernizing our website to provide
more and better data to our PIs, as well as make the data
more easily accessible through APIs to external users is
also important. Finally, staying ahead of the curve on
large-volume data sets in terms of both storage and public access is an important goal moving forward.
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